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NATO Ministers Agree on Leaner, Faster Military 

10 2805143291 Paris AFP in Enelish 1418 GMI 

2S May 9! 

| Text] Brussels, May 28 (AFP}—NATO defence minis- 
ters agreed here Tuesday [28 May] on a broad new 
military make-up for the post-cold war era. including a 
rapid reaction corps to defuse crisis situations. 

German Defence Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg told 

yournal:s:s that the new slimmed-di wn. flexible NATO 

mulitary would probably comprise eight corps. including 

a rapid reaction corps under Britrsh command. 

NATO officials have refused to give troop numbers, but 
some sources say thal troop strength will be cut by half 

over the next few years. with around two-thirds of US. 

soldiers returning home from Germany. 

NATO's new strategy review 1s based on premise that, by 
the mid-1990's, Soviet troops would have completed 
their withdrawal from their former Warsaw bloc allies 

European NATO Defense Ministers Meet 24 May 

Polish Minister's Address 

LD2IS0803 2491 Warsaw PAP in Enelish 2215 GMI 

24 May ¥i1 

[Text] Rotterdam, May 24—The Polish defence minister 
presented the Polish stand on security ‘structures in 
Europe and the planned mode! of Polish Armed Forces 
in what was the highlight of the first day of North 
Atlantic assembly sessvon here today 

Poland opts for a national security formula based on 

pan-European security, said Minister Piotr Kolodzie- 

ye7yk while addressing the assembly's defence and secu- 

rity commitice 

The Polish stand 1s based on the CSCE process, plans to 
institutronalize it and the principle according to which 

European security, like Europe itself, 1s indivisible. 
Kolodzvieyc7yk said. 

He stressed the new role of NATO). and said the alliances 

cxrstence, transformations within its doctrine and inst- 

tutionalization of the CSCE process are bound to guar- 
antee the emergence of a system of equal security in 

Europe 

Kolodzieyczyk pointed to the US. as a vital link within 

the system and added that America’s “significant mili- 
tary and political presence im Europe ss essential for 

Stability and security on the continent.” 

Poland 1s not going to seck NATO membership. but 1s 
interested om political and military cooperation with the 

alliance as well as bilateral cooperation with NATO 
member states, he declared. Poland has enjoyed an asso- 

crated member status with NATO for half a year now 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS i 

Pc ‘and 1s going to make every cffor to gct the European 

conventional armed forces treaty ratified. Kolodzrejczvk 
pledged. 

Poland approaches German unification as part of Euro- 

pean unification and consequently European security. he 

said. and addcd thai Poland must build is security on 

good neighbourls relations with both of us big neigh- 

bours. based on communi, of imtcrest and mutual 

confidence. 

‘Cooperative’ Status Proposed 

LD2008010191 Budapest M11 in tnelish ISOS GMI 

2s Vay ¥/ 

[Text] Brussels Rotterdam. May 25 (MT1}—Addressing 
the Rotterdam session of the Norih Atlantic assembly on 

Saturday. Gyula Horn. chairman of the Foreign Affairs 
Commitice of Hungarian parliament, proposed creating 
a Status of “cooperative state” for the East Central 

European countries 

Horn stressed that a unique histoncal oppor.unity 

emerged for creating a united Europe but this endeavour 
was threatened by varnous dangers. stemming mainly 
from Eastern and Central Europe. He termed it as 

essential for the small and medium-sized countries of the 
region not to le at the mercy of the nearby or remote 

great powers. These countries should cooperate with the 

great powers but get md of unilateral dependence. he 
said. They should be allowed to approach any interna- 
onal organization that 1s not banned under the Helsinki 
Final Act. Relatrons with NATO should be assessed from 
that aspect. Horn sand. He emphasized that while the 

security of the Sovect Union affected global security, that 
of the East Central European countries was an rssuc of 

regional security 

Horn proposed that NATO should imuitiate the conclu- 
sion of bilateral and multilateral agreements. granting 

these countries the status of cooperative states. This 

Status woud imply contractual relationship with onc 

another and NATO. Horn emphasized that NATO 

should examine the ways of contributing to the modern- 
ization of the defence forces in East Central Europe 

Turkey Asks for Inclusion 

142 °US1SI891 Ankara TRT Television Network 
m Turkish 1000 GUT OO” May 9/1 

[Sitki Uluc report from Brussels] 

[Excerpt] National Defense Minister Mehmet Yazar 
addressed the NATO) European defense ministers 
mecting in Brussels today. He said that Europe, which ts 

secking a new identity and security sysiem, cannot 

exclude Turkey from those efforts. Vazar delivered a 
warning speech directed at certain West European allies 
that are secking an identity and security outside NATO 

The defense minister remarked that Turkey supports. 
and 1s closely following, the initiatives to develop a new 
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European security and defense arrangement. and he COCOM Sets New List for Strategic Technologies 
added that those cfforts must be coordinated with 

NATO and must complement u. Yazar declared that 
NATO wall continue to be an indispensable basis for 

Eurcpe’s ‘uture security svsicm. and that the alliance. 
which has proved us value and effectiveness over 40 

years. must be further strengthened. Yazar asked 

Western European countnes to coniibute to NATO's 

integrity and solidarity. He sad: It 1s umporiant not to 
exclude any European country from the guest for Euro- 

pean security 

Yazar continued: The acw European security arrange- 
ment should include all the European members of the 

alhance. The process to develop a stronger European 

defense and security arrangement makes 4 imperative 
that all European members of NATO fully particupate im 

the process. European identity can only be realized if 1 

encompasses the alliance’s flank countrics as well 

VY azar ts now meeting with the Norwegian defense min- 
ster. He will also hold bilateral meetings with hes US 
Geerman, and Italhan counterparts im the next two days 

| passage omitted] 

Polish Defense Minister Visits NATO 

LD24050407°91 Warsaw PAP in Enelish 17132 GMI 

23 May 9! 

[Text] Brussels, May 23—Poland’s Defence Muinsster 
Pyotr Kolodzrescz7vk met with NATO Secretary General 
Mantred Woerner here today. This was the first vesit of 

a Polish defence minister at the NATO headquarters 

After the mecting the two statesmen underlined its 

“sy mbolic dimension.” 

In a statement for the press Woerner said that relatrons 

between NATO and Poland developed im a very favor- 

able manner to embrace ever wider military spheres. He 

recalled that NATO 1s preparing its new strategy and 
new structure of its Armed Forces taking into account 

the recent changes mm Eastern Europe. He declared that 

NATO will take into account also the interests of secu- 
rity of young East European democracies 

Kolodzreyc7zvk stressed the “creative and businessiike” 

character of the mecting and said that the two sides 

agreed to exchange information on problems of vital 
importance to NATO and Eastern Europe 

The Polish minister spoke im favour of expanding muali- 
tary contacts with NATO onto the middle and lower 

level of command 

Asked by journalists about the possitility of NATO's 

assistance to the Polish military industry and providing 

equipment for the Polish Army. Kolodzieyc7yk sand that 
“possibilities of progress are emerging” but the talks are 

held mainly on a bilateral basis between Poland and 
mdividual NATO states. while NATO headquarters 

plays only a supporting role im thes respect 

11 2405142891 Paris AFP in Enelish 1300GMT 

24 May 9! 

[Text] Parss, May 24 (AFP}—The Western alles and 
Japan have reached agreement on a new core inst of 
export controls. further reducing controls on technology 
exports to the East. « was announced here Friday [24 
May]. The agreement was clinched shortly before mid- 

night Thursday might im the secrecy-shrouded Coord:- 
nating Commutice for Multilateral Export Controls 

(COCOM), the chict US. negotiator, Ambassador Allan 

Wendt. told a news conference 

COCOM members will uompliement the new list, covering 

Strategic technologies and goods that may serve dual 
cwihan and military purposes. by September |. he 

added 

He sand the agreement met “the objective of burlding 
higher fences around fewer iiems” by strengthening 
controls on tochnologies and goods “of a high level of 
Strategic imporiance.” 

It continued the lyberalization trend mntiated in June last 

year when a third of COCOM's industrial list was 

decontrolied as the group. set up at the height of the cold 
war, reacted to the collapse of communism im Eastern 

Europe 

Mr. Wendt said the new core lst mamtained controls 
only for “the most critecal goods and technologies”. 
meaning a reduction of about 50 per cent m the number 
of “muilttarily significant” stems. Freed from controls 
were technologies needed to modernize the economies of 
former communrst countries, and items no longer seen as 
“militarily critecal” or which were “so widely diffused im 
the world that as a practical matter they can not really be 
effectively controlled,” he sand. “One has to be realrstic,~ 
he added 

The new COCOM agreement was finalized by high-level 
officials five months behind schedule, reflecting the 
complesnty of the task and sometimes sharp differences 
between the United States and some of its partners on 

some issucs 

European officials said the deal was globally satrsfactory 
but noted that some European countries felt the 17 

COCOM members—the NATO countnes minus Iceland 
plus Austraha and Japan—could have gone further 
towards decontrolling supercomputers and telecommu- 

nications equipment 

COCOM's purpose was to protect the strategic mmteresis 

of its members “but t should not become an artificial 
obstaclke to cooperation with Eastern Europe.” a French 

official commented 

Mr. Wendt conceded that the United States had adopted 

a more “conservative” stance on some rssucs, and had 
been “more of a rrsk-avonder’ than some of its partners 

However, he sand, the agreement recognized “the need to 
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maintain the CAmsting sepmifscant gaps hetw on Western 

and Sovoct-hased militar. systems wheoch had been 

shown to he m the 

(ull war 

cTixca! © Our nalronal sccurits 

Confirming Amencan concerns about might visson devices 
and advanced tclecommunscations technology. he sand an 

Iraqi fibre optecs sys*-m had been to some degree - 
nerabie 10 alled bombing during the Gulf war 

ims wi- 

Mr. Wendt sand « was segnificant that COCOM mem- 

bers agreed that reduc img controts should not “alficct the 

maimicnance of preveni the cstabisshment of natronal- 

icveci controls «of ciports that contribute to the prolitc ! 

ation of mass destruction weapons and the means to 

deliver them 

The US. officsal sard three reforming Eastcrn European 
countrnies—Poland Hungary and ( sechoslo. akia— 

would continuc to benefit from overall COCOM Ivberal- 

ization, on the bass of preferential procedurcs. bul 

was 100 carly to sav when thes could be struck off 

COCOM's Inst of “proscribed destrmations 

As far as tclecommunications was concerned, he sand 

no Onc 1s Irving to keep the Sovect LU nron mm the stone 

age. There was nothing mm the US. proposals “that 

would prevent them from acquiring an adequatc 

modern tclccommunications system.” bul the lS. had 

withheld “the most advanced high-speed transmrssion 
sysiem, for security reasons 

COCOM's high-level meeting also agreed that all 17 

member countries should adopt. by next January |. a 

“common standard level” of cxport protection. m order 

to further semplify mitra OCOM trade by reducing 

cxpori controls among members 

European sources sand Turkey. seen as the “weakest 

nk” om the COCOM cham. would have to make the 
Strongest cfiort to prevent leakages of banned technolo- 

gics to non-member countries 

SFRY‘s Loncar Meets EC Leaders Poos, Delors 

LDZJS08024°91 Belerade TANIUG im Enelich 

[849 GMT 2” May 9! 

[Text] Brussels, May 27 (TANJUG)—VYugoslay Foreign 

Minister Budimir Loncar was in Luxembourg and im 

Brussels this afternoon where he met with presedent of 

the EC Council of Ministers Jacqucs Poos and European 

Commission President Jacgucs Delors. The talks were 

devoted to EC-Yugoslay cooperation, and im this con- 

teat, the visit of Delors and European C ounci! Pressdent 

Jacques Santer to Yugoslavia on May 29 and W) 

it was said that the visit of leading EC officials comes at 
the right tome, that «| would serve to promote all forms of 
cooperation and that t would represent a fnendly con 

tribution of the European Twelve to the overcoming of 
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the Y ugosiay creses. The EC icaders port out the umpor- 

lance Of ihe vesel and the preparateons for 1. thus the 

mvitatvon from Luacmbourg and Brusscis to the Y ugo- 

May forcegn moenrsicr 

The talks were cxhaust ‘< loncar sand m Brussels 

Loneght metore fies Ocpariure tor Beigradc 

The European dcicgation would tke ot of the pressdent of 

Presedenc, + clected betore is 

arrival. bul ft well Come even Ht he me not 

the ¥ ugosias s alc 

The European Twecive do not micnd to act as mediators 

bul to heip—with the readiness to review possibilities of 

Closer msiniutrona! inks. such as the satus of associaic 

member. and different forms of practscal suppor to the 

federal government s programme of reforms 

It necessary that ) ugoslavea om thes respect meet some 

conditions, manly that ut take care of ots mnternal order 

tind democratic solutrons to its problems and reach an 

agreement on the form of community m whoech Y ugo- 

slavs want to we. Yugoslavs must themscives find a 
formula of tuture lite together the EC officals sand 

adding that \ ugosiavs should have m mund the pre- 

vathing trends on Europe today 

Europe strives for unity through difierences. the officials 

sand. making «t clear that the splitteng up of carting 
wholes would make harder ther inclusion in integration 

processes mm Europe 

EC Chief Santer Views Aid for \ ugoslavia 

if nS 190991 Lienna 17 in German 2S Vay 9 
nr 4 . 
3 

lintervecw with Jacgucs Santer. Luxembourg prime min- 

ter and EC Council charrman. by Christa Zocchling 

and Peter Pelonka. place and date not given: “EC Ard 
Only for a Reformed and United V ugoslavia™] 

[Excerm] [Passage omitted) | 47] Europe's largest hotbed 
of crises now os Vugosiavea. Edith Cresson, the new 

French orime menester. has sand that only a unried 

Yugoslavia could become an EC member 

Santer] | can explam to vou the EC's official position 

| will revierate on 29 and 40 May. when I wall be 

e Belgrade with EC President Jacques Delors. We 
ied Yugoslavia as a factor of European stability and 

supperted its micgrity which requires comprehensive 

retorm, however I had quite a long tclephone conversation 
with US. Pressdent Greorge Bush and after that with 

Preudent Ante Markovec. We well not only see the prime 
minster neat week but hopefully a new pressdent, too 

Markovec told me that be s confident that there well be a 

solution before long on thes respect as well. | also hope that 

we will see the presidents of individual republics. We will 

offer the central government help from the EC. We do not 

intend to interfere on any internal aftairs, but we hope that 

the development will lead to democracy and that all the 

national minoritics will be protected everywhere We hope 
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for mmternal development and reform process and for che 
reorganization of the institutions 

[AZ] That ss also Ausina’s poston. Chancellor Franz 
Vramarky recently called upon EFT A [European Free Trade 

Association] to grant Yugoslavia the promused credit 

{Santer} Exactly 

[AZ] However. 1 1s not the Ihahan postion. whech 1s 

apparcnily increasingly banking on the drsinicgratvon of 

\ ugesiavia 

[Santer] | could answer you from the Luvern ourg vicw- 

point. however, | will keep to the EC's officral position 

{AZ] Will the EC's cconomnc and only go to the central 

government” 

[Santer] Yes. to allow ut to contenuc the reforms thai u 
has started. Cooperation with mdin.dual republics 

currently not at all at rssuc 

Syria's Al-Shar’ Meets EC Counterpart, Officials 

IND 30509159] Damascus Syrian Aral Repulds 

Radi Network im Aratac 0415 GUT OF Way 

[Text] Brussels—Foresgn Minister Farug al-Shar met 
with EC Commissioner Mr. (Mattox) and officials m 
charge of EC-Synan relations im Brussels at noon yes- 
terday 

For Syria, the meeting was attended by Assistant Plan- 
neng Minister Dr. “Abd-al-Rahim al-Subay's and Synman 
Ambassador to Beigeum Saba Nasir. The talks dealt with 

the coonomac ties between Syria and the EC and ways to 

bolster and promote them 

Mr. al-Shar also met with Belgian Foreygn Monrster 

Mark Evyskens yesterday afternoon. The mecting was 

attended tor Syma by Western Europe Department 

Durector Muhammad Khadr and Syman Ambassador to 
Belgium Saba Nasir. For Beigeum., t was attended by the 
director of the Middle East Department at the Foreign 
Ministry. The talks dealt with efforts to have a peace 

conference on the Middle East 

EC Rapidly Heading for ‘Financial Crisis’ 

1 D2405 183491 Hambure DP 1 in German 1348 OMI 

23 May 9/ 

[Text] Brussels/Bonn (DP A}—The European ( ommunity 
“is approaching the neat financial crises with giant 
strides.” Thies fear was capressed in Bonn on Thursday by 

the EC commissioner responsible for budgetary aflairs 
Peter Schmudhuber. The EC's financial planning not 
adequate to fulfill the new internal and foreign policy tasks 

of the EC. The upheavals m Eastern Europe. the conse- 

quences of the Gulf war, and the and needed for the 
mnumerablc disaster victoms on the world make a reform 

of the “financial structure” irreversibic. as docs also the 

burgeoning agricultural costs and the calls by the southern 

countries mn the EC for a financeal cqualizatron system 
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In a speech at the EC mrsseon om Bonn. Schmodhuber 

warned agains avonding the crises Dy means of shori- 

term compronuses and recommended a reform of the 

“financial strevture™ of the EC 9 the course of polsical 

umon. The changes to the treaty planned for thes purpose 
should im principle lay down a new “Euro-taa™ as an 
additional source of moome. The financial planning 

whech appled for several vears om the servece of bud- 

ectary drscupline, and which 1s duc to expire mm 1992 
should be contunucd. and the role of the European 

Parhament mm the budgetary proccss strengthened The 

miroduction - 4 truc commun, tax would consuder- 

ably increase the financial autonomy of th Et 

EC Farm Ministers Agree on Price Support Ixsuc 

t! S405 19489] Paris ARP in English 193607 

4 Vay ¥/ 

[Text] Brussels, May 24 (AF P)}—European ( ommunity 

(EC) farm moenesters agreed Firnday on a vertual freeze on 

farm support proes m thew |2 nathons and also on 

measures to discourage overproduction. a deplomati« 
source Sard 

4 tax whoch has the effect of lowering guaraniced prices 
for grains when production rics above a surplus 

threshold will mcrease from three per cent to five per 

cent, but farmers who take 15 per cent of ther land oul 

of production will be exempted. the source sand 

Dairy production quotas will be lowered by two per cent 
but dairy farmers will be compensated financially 

The agr cement came on a majority vote—with Italy 

voting againsi—after a marathon session which started 
Tuesday evening 

FC Asks Burma Military To Return Civilian Rule 

2S 102-70) Parks ARP on Enelioh 1018 OMI 

>” May ¥i 

(Text) Brussels. May 27 (APP)}—The European CC omme- 
nity (EC) urged the military Government of Burma here 
Monday to hand over power to a civihan government and 
sand 1t would resume devclopment ard if thers was done 

The statement, mnsued on behalf of the 1 EC countnes, 

was rssued on the first anniversary of clectroms mm Burma 
on May 27. It revterated previous appeals that the military 

allow the clected parliament to sct up a government 

The statement repeated previous condemnations of 

human nmghts abuses. of “the continuing harassment, 

detention and house arrest of opposition leaders, and the 

refusal to free politiecal prisoners — 

The EC sand «« was ready to resume “oconsiructive 

relavons” and development and “with a Burma at last 

democratic and respectful of human nights — 

lt sand the clectroms a year ago had shown. “im the 

clearest possible way”. the wish of the Burmes: peopic to 

establish a democrat multi-party system 
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Caller Says Bomb on Picwe Vieant for 1 S. Plape 
10 > W507 259] lemme Oc wcerreock Fons Rad 
\ cnucwi in German OV~pmGgWi »7 Wai ¥/ 

[Text] A Lauda Au plane carrying 213 passenecrs and 
10 crew members caploded and crashed shortly aficr 

take-off! from Bangkok carly tars morning All on board 

are teared dead. The 767 Bocing plane orgmnatcd m 
Hong Kong and «as on is way to Vecnna after a 

stopover in Bougkhok In Bangkok 34 Austinan pasecn- 

pects boarded the planc. Exact details on the nateonalrty 

of the passengers that boarded the plane on Hong Long 

are still unknown. So far over 140 boders have been 
revoverrd 

Nek: Lauda. the owner of Lauda Ac. reported an 

anonymous tclephonc call irom Germany rooesvoed by 

Vienna's Schwechat Airport. According to the call. a 
prece of luggage contaming a bomb was loaded onto 

the Lauda aircraft by mestake. It was allegediy destined 

tor a plane belonging to the LS. aw carner UU nuted 

Airlines. There has been no confirmation of a terrors 
attack 

Lauda Air has installed an emergency tclephone sers nx 

for relatives of the vectems of the crash at Schwecchal 

Aurport. The number to be contacted rs 
2010 of 3750 

"Ttl0 extenson 

(C onstruction Firm To Build Houses in 1 SSR 

iC OG0S 135591 tn na DIE PRESSE on Geormar 

24 Vay 91 p 6 

[Ewald Koeng report: “Crant Order for Maculan From 
USSR. Crticrsm From Germany Does Not Cease”) 

[Excerpt] The Austrian Maculan group will build |. S00 
of a total 46.000 apartments that the German Govern 

ment 1s financeng for Sovict soldiers returneng to the 

USSR. In the first stage, 3.700 apartments mcluding 
supply and disposal facilitees. roads. kindergartens 

and schools are to be burlt. In additron to Maculan. the 
(rerman construction group Philip Holzmann. whech 

will build 1.160 apartments. and the Frnnrsh-Turkesh 

PEM group are involved mn the large-scale proyect. The 
FRG 1s provedong 7.8 tilhon German marks (about 86 
billon schillings) for the construction propect. the 

value of the orders for Maculan 1s 2 biullon schellongs 

Even after the compiction of the first orders, political 
controversy over the tender of the orders conmtinucs on 

the FRG. In the view of critics, German companies are 

still not getting enough orders [passage omiticd] 

ALSTRIA < 

Clear Increase in Exports to Eastern Europe 

*" (ve rer 1. lS WS08) VI lt enne DIE PRESS 

“May Vi p i4 

Ls report) 

[Excerpts] Last wear Austria's cuports to Eastern Europe 
developed beticr than cupected. According to the lates! 
monthl, report of the Austrian Economa Rescarch Inst- 
tute (Wito), on 1990 caports rose by about 15 percent to 
48 6 Dilbon schallongs. Even though thrs year cxuports to the 
East well probably rise agam. last year's growth rate well 
not be actueved. Wifo foreign trade cupert Jan Stankovsk 
told DIE PRESSE. The overall detns of the East European 
statics im Ausiria amounts to about |“) Bellon s hellongs 
according to Wifo estemates [passage ormiticd] 

Ausinan imports from Eastern €urope mncrcase by show! 
4 percent mm 1990. Accordeng to VW ifo. emports from the 
USSR cxapand:d at an above-average amount (plus 2!) | 
peroent). whech os mamls duc to the short-term mcrcax 

m proes tor crude onl Nevertheicss. the trade balance 

with the Sovect Limon was balanced m 199) Austria's 
trade balance with all East European states secided a 
surplus of 10.5 Dulhom schellongs last year. whch « + 
billon schellongs more than m 1989 [passage omiticd) 

\estria’s Trade With East Bloc States—-t iperts 
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Belgium 

Country Ready Tc Participate in NATO Force 

LDS ws 1s S89] Brussels RIBF Radw Neteorm 

om Freack 1500 GMT 2° May 9] 

[Text] Beigeum os ready to partscupate m the raped 
deployment force that NATO may set up shortly. In the 

wake of the end of the cold war, NATO os busy restruc- 

tureng rts forces 1a Eorope. The Atlantic allsance defense 
muenesters well m.cect om Srusscls tomorrow and the day 

after Belgrum might also assume the command of onc of 
the multenatonal army corps shech would be creaicd 

soon, an army corps made up of Beigian. US. and 
(rerman troops 

Gevernment Approves Arms Sale to Saudi Arabia 

it 80500609! Parcs AFP in English O912 GUT 

8 May 9! 

[Text] Brussels. May 28 ( AP P)}—Becigsan authorities have 
approved a multi-million dollar sale of light arms to 
Saud: Arata. informed sources sa°d here Tuesday. They 

sand an official reveew board approved an cxaport hoense 
for the sale of 10 bulhon Beigsan francs (286 milhon 
dollars) worth of ight arms to Saud: Arata. Most were 
made at the New Herstal Natrona! Factory (FNNH). 
which was recently taken ower by the French firm 

GIAT-Indusine, a source clowe to the Foreign Trade 
Ministry sand 

The sale, whoch was reviewed by the Foresgn Relatrons 
Moenssternal Commuettece (CMRE) as approved wnce 

other foregn producers were ready to fill the order if the 
Belgian firm did not. the sowrces sand 

Belgium generally bans arms sales to Countnes yn ear or 
heading towards possible war But Foreign Trade Min- 
iter Robert Urban told the CMRE that Beigwin's 
partners on the European Communnty (EC) had no such 
practice. Authoritees, however. refused to approve an 
arms sale totalling two Dillon Belguan francs ($7 milion 
dollars) to Kuwant, according to press reports 

Belgium vs currently drafting a bill aumed at tightening 
up restrcthoms on arms cuports, whee the EC has also 
heen considering plans to limit arms caports from the | > 
member states 
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Pasties Reject Resuming CC coperation With Zaire 
LD US 172391 Brussels RIBF Radi Ne facws 

om French 1500 GUT 2” May Ss" 

[Test] The Socsal Chrestian . sty [PSC] calls for Beligeum 
to 2vord resuming cooperation with Zaire as Presadent 
Mobutu mks. First. cxplanns the PSC. the Natrona! 
Conference m Zaire must end ts proceedings. (in the 
same gucstito> the Flemish Socialests say that nongoy- 
ernamental organizations should not be allowed to 
resume thew propects om Zaire. The SP [Socsalest I arty] 
adds that Pr.ssdent Mo>utu must stop thenking that he 
can keck out the Belgians when he wants to and then 
recali them a1 hes well 

Van den Brock on Military Interve: tion in Suriname 
P 4200523149!) Parts AIP in Spanish 205° GMI 
“6 May 9! 

[Text] The Hague, 26 May (AFP)}—The Netherlands os not 
ruling out a military micrvention im Surmame if the 
government that should be sworn in following the legrsia- 
trve clectsons on 2$ May caphcrtly asks for a. Netherlands 
Foren Minster Hans Van Den Brock sand today m an 
imtervece with A ARO. a Netherlands television actwork 

Van Den Brock. *ho did not drscuss the posssbelity any 
further and saw that a discussson of this nature was 
premature. prarsed the way the clections were held and 
added that he was willing to negotiate a Closer umon (a 
type of “commonwealth” ) with the former colony of the 
Netherlands if the new government suggests it 

According to a commumigue released by the Foreign 
Moenistry thes evening. the results of the clectioms show 
that the majority of the Surinamese “support the sdcas of 
democracy and of a state of law” “A closer umon” 
between both countnes should contribute “to the estab- 
ishment of a compicte democracy m Surmame.” the 
document stated 

The Netherlands 1 also willing to encourage all the 
Surmamese Governmmert imitiatives armed at breaking 
down the country’s micrnatronal politecal molatron. 
whoch has prevaried sence a punta came to power mm 1 SRO 
the document added 

Finally. the former colomal power sand ot hopes that the 
clection of the new presedent by the parhament and the 
creation of a new government will not lead to any 
modents 
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question results from the end of the division of Europe 
How should the external security of the new democracies 

in central and Eastern Europe be guaranteed. and what 

can NATO contribu ¢ in this respect”? The second ques- 

tion has been asked by the West itself. It concerns the 

very essence of the alliance and has created extremely 

large problems. Should the Americans keep their polit- 

ical influence within NATO and Europe. or should their 

influence decrease in parallel with the US. military 
presence’ 

The new representatives of most central and Eastern 

Furopean democracies have told NATO often enough 

during recent months that they would like to yon NATO 
as soon as pessible. That they have not filed applications 

to this end 1s due to the realization that thereby the 

concept of an all-European policy including the Soviet 

Union would be jeopardized. Moscow would view these 

countries’ membership in NATO as a threat and as an 

extension of the military border to the East. NATO can 
therefore not grant the new democracies in central and 
Eastern Europe more than the indirect protection 

offers by its mere existence. Such protection cou!d be 

sufficient if it is possible to make headway in the 
all-European equalization of interests, and if it 1s pos- 
sible to develop the CSCE process further. As important 

as it 1s to maintain NATO as an instrument of credible 
defense, all activities must be concentrated on the effort 

to present it as an organization that promotes the estab- 

lishment of an ail-European order. The more resolutely 1 
does, the greater its influence will be. NATO's political 
importance in Moscow depends above all on the United 

States continuing to play 1s natural role as it has done in 
the past. All this shows that NATO should actively 

pursue an 4il-European policy and increase its political 
Capacity to act. However, above all 1 must maintain its 

trans-Atlantic character if efforts to include the Soviet 
Union in an all-European policy are to be successful 

The NATO member states will have to consider that in 
the next few weeks and months. The internal discussions 
of the alliance are primarily dealing with factual issues 
However. they have a common pol:tical denominator 
The problem has always been whether or not the United 
States should keep us decisive influence within the 

alliance and thus in Europe. The formal questien 1s 
whether the Western European Union (WEL) should be 

transformed into an EC organ and should have a sepa- 

rate military organization similar to NATO 

What 1s behind 11 1s the intention of the nine WEU states 
to form a closed bloc and agree on a common position on 
security policy issues and then to represent ut to NATO 
The other NATO alles. above all the United States 
would then be confronted with a position formed in 

advance 

All that 1s aimed at reducing Washington's influence on 
European affairs. The conflict on this issue 1s still bering 
discussed internally, but the note has become rough 

GERMANY 9 

France. which has represented the WEU position most 
resolutely. has been reproached for planning to replace 

NATO by a rival alliance 

it ss known that France has never put up with the US 

leadership role in NATO and Europe. Washington's 

refusal to grant Paris an equal share in the leadership of 

the alliance ied to France's withdrawal from the alli- 
ance’s military organization in 1966. Paris stull abides by 

that decision. As long as Europe was divided this poiicy 
was of minor importance. since the Federal Republic 

quickly and clearly decided in favor of the United States, 
a decision largely attributable to former Foreign Min- 
ister Schroeder 

However. under the changed conditions of a re-emerging 
all-European community of states, the French position 

assumes a new significance. Whereas the United States 
has been accepted and welcome within the all-European 

framework of the CSCE—and thus also by the Soviet 

lL mon—as a European power. the alliance seems to have 

disputed this role late!y 

The attempt to create a Western European security 

community with a shghtly anti-American touch has 

raised questions concerning all of Europe and its future 
order. America’s post-war role as a power with a legiti- 
mate night of co-determination in Europe must not be 

damaged. Any attempt to embark on a Western Euro- 
pean special way calling this role into question would run 

counter to the interests of the European community of 
States in a Stable security order because this order 

includes an adequate U.S. presence. 

The joint statement issued by Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dietrich Genscher and his U.S. counterpart James Baker 
in Washington on 10 May suggests that German policy 
will ultumately decide—if very hesitantly —to adopt such 

a position 

Controversy Over NATO Task Force Reported 

10 2 0S098 79) Hambure DIE WELT in German 

2’ Mav Yips 

|[Ruediger Moniac report: “NATO Plans New Task 
Force’ ’] 

[Text] Bonn—FRG Defense Minister Gerhard Stolten- 

berg has permitted himself to “be pushed to the wall” in 
the planning of the new NATO “task force.” This 1s how 
a high-ranking German officer described in an interview 
with DIE WELT the preliminary result of the planned 

establishment of the new large unit, which 1s to be 

decided on principle at the meeting of the NATO defense 
ministers in Brussels at the beginning of this week. 

In Bonn. the entire military leadership of the 

Bundeswehr cxpressed disappointment about the fact 

that the yornt advances of U.S. General John Galvin, 

Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), NATO 
Secretary General Manfred Woerner: and British 
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Detense Secretary Tom King are watering down the 

originally revolutionary concept for NATO with 
“national egotisms.~ 

After the disappearance of a direct military threat by 

Soviet armed forces, which could be mobilized within a 
Short time, NATO 1s in the process of reorganizine the 

troops for the future tasks, in addition to working oul a 
new military strategy. For this purpose. the armed forces 

are divided into three categories: rapid reaction iorces 
(RRF). main defense forces, and augmentation forces 

For the first category, the RRF, which the European 
commander SACEUR wants to have available for urgent 
defense operations everywhere in the border regions of 

his sphere of responsibility. the defense ministers have a 
framework concept, which compictely integrates the 
British ideas. According to this, the core of the RRF 1s to 
become that part of the Rhine Army that has remained 
in Germany. It 1s to comprise a heavy tank division 

Stationed in Germany. another light British infantry 

division “tationed in great Britain, as well as a multina- 
tional division, which 1s in the process of being estab- 

lished with strong German participation, and. perhaps. 
one Italian, Spanish. and Portuguese Army unit, cach 
being brigade-size. Command 1s to rest with a British 
general. Great Britain considers this construction and its 

special role in the RRF command as correct, it 1s said in 

Bonn. because the British claim to have the greatest 

experiences in worldwide military mission. However. the 
Gsermans do not want to accept that. They insist on the 

equality of all NATO members. Bonn favors the so- 

called “task force” principle. according to which cle- 
ments of army. air force. and perhaps also navy from all 

NATO) states can be put together in a task force at short 

notice, depending on the military task. Then the military 

leader responsible for the respective crisis mission would 
be chosen on each individual case. This need not neces- 
sarily be a British officer. In Bonn officers speak of the 
acil-known “colonial style of leadership.” which London 

wants to continue to practice with this RRF solution 
thanks to support by Galvin and Woerner 

Furthermore, Bonn 1s displeased about the fact that 

London wants to have NATO finance nts RRF concept. 

because the RRF staff would have to be paid by the 

alhance, tor which Bonn pays one out of four German 
marks 

Reactor To Destroy NATO Ammunition Planned 

LDOSUSISSS91 Hambure DPA in German 0927 GM] 
2S May ¥/ 

[Excerpt] Dragahn (DPA}—Following an arrangement 
with the Defense Ministry in Bonn, a reactor for the 

destruction of NATO reject ammunition 1s to be built at 

Dragahn (district of Luechow-Danneberg) in Lower Sax- 
ony. This was confirmed to DPA today by the private 
bomb disposal firm Kaus and Stemhousen, which has 

been disposing of ammunition at Dragahn for several 
years. Dragahn. a place in the former border area along 

FBIS-WEL -91-102 
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the inner~German border. became known in the esghties 

as a possible location for a nuclear reprocessing plant. 

| passage Omitted] 

Moellemann, USSR's Paviov To Discuss Western Aid 

LD25085 101791 Hambure DPA in German 0835 GM1 

25 May ¥/1 

| Teat] Bonn (DPA-V WD)}—Federal Economics Minister 

Juergen Mocilemann (Free Democratic Party) will meet 
Soviet Prime Minister Valentin Pavlov in Moscow on 

Monday. The main topic of discussion will be compre- 
hensive cconomuic aid from the West. Other tissues to be 

discussed during the one-day visit include housing con- 

struction for the returning soldiers and Soviet orders to 

firms from the new federa: laender, Moclilemann told 

DPA in Bonn today. So far the Soviet Union has placed 

orders worth over 4.8 billion German marks [DM] with 

eastern German firms and orders worth than DM 7.0) 
billion are to tolloa 

Economics Minister Views Soviet Assistance Needs 

LD2S08154491 Hambure DPA in German 1120 GM1 

25 Vay ¥i 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DPA}—Federal Economics Minister 

Juergen Moelleman (Free Democratic Party) [FDP] will 

fly to Moscow for a day on 27 May. [passage omitted] 

Aid measures for Moscow will need to be agreed at the 

economic summut of the seven leading industrialized 
nations in London in the middle of July, Moellemann 

said in a DPA interview. It 1s now important for the 

Soviet Union “to avoid a relapse into dictatorship.” A 

precondition for much more comprehensive joint 
western aid 1s the participation of the Soviet Union in 

the World Bank and the IMF. at least as an associaic 

member. In addition, the Soviet Union should be offered 
the help of a large number of experts as political advisors 

at the highest level so that the country can make the 

transition to a market economy 

If Sovect President Mikhail Gorbachev agrees, compre- 
hensive financial ard 1s also appropriate. Above all, this 

should be linked to certain projects and it could start in 

the field of cal and gas extraction, the minister said. In 

addition, the . \port limits for high technology goods on 

the Cocom [Coordinating Committee for Multilateral 

Export Controls] list should be relaxed. [passage 
omitted] 

Kohl Warns Soviets ‘Not To Rely Solely’ on West 

LD2°08140191 Hambure DPA in German 1243 GMI 

»” May ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn/Constance (DPA)}—Chancellor Helmut 

Koh! has warned the Sovict Union not to rely solely on 

Western help in solving its problems. “Help from outside 

can support but never replace the necessary imiternal 
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change.” Kohl said in St. Gallen. Switzerland on 

Monday. This ts true generally, but especially for the 

Soviet Union: “It, too, must realize that the mghi to self- 

determination will prevail.” 

Kohl affirmed in his speech. distributed in Bonn. that 

despite the difficulties in the Sovict Union he continues 

to be confident that USSR President Mikhail Gorbaches 
will “really” remain “on this path™ of perestrovka. It 
would be “wrong advice™ to recommend in the face of 

the gigantic process of change in the Sovict Union that 
one “look on unmoved at what 1s happening there.” 

Europeans and the United States would do well if thes 
were to help the Soviet Union to help iself 

Kohl's speech, held on the occasion of the 21st St. Gallen 

Management Discussion dealt at length with inviting 
investment to the new federal laender. The conditions 

for that are “excellent.” Against the background of the 
critical mood in castern Germany. Kohl said: “Some still 

have difficulty in recognizing the prospects and oppor- 

tunities that are now opening up during the lean penod.” 

However, in the final analysis, 1 1s in the interests of 
those affected not to burden the new beginning in the 
social market economy with the “self-deception of 

hidden unemployment.” It 1s doubtless the joint task of 

State, industry, and the two sides of industry to keep 

phases of part-tsme work and unemployment as short 

and socially acceptable as possible for those concerned. 
Kohl said. 

Soviet Attendance at Economic Summit U rged 

LD2708142291 Hambure DPA in German 1204 GMI 
27 May 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)}—The Federal Government would 
expect further disarmament measures should the USSR 

attend the world economic summit. Willy Wimmer 

(Christian Democratic Union), the parliamentary secre- 
tary of state at the Defense Ministry, said that if Moscow 
attended the conference of the Seven, “then there might 
be further steps toward reduction, the dimensions of 

which cannot yet be predicted.” The world could breathe 

a sigh of relief that “the nuclear abyss will no longer open 

up at what will then be the cight states of the world 
economic summit,” Wimmer emphasized 

Firms Get 60 Percent of Soviet Apartment Orders 

11° 2308192391 Duesseldorf HANDELSBLATI 
im German 23 May Yi pl 

[Report by “UM™: “Bonn Attaches Importance to Ade- 
quate Participation of East German Firms] 

| Text] Munich, 22 May—German firms will participate 
in about 60 percent of the construction of the first 

residential areas in the the Sovict Union's housing 

construction program. That 1s the result of the negotia- 
tions held by the German-Sovict special commussion in 
Moscow on 20 and 21 May 

hal a 
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Federal Economics Minister Juergen Mocliemann. who 
announced the result in Munich on 2? May. stressed that 
this 1s not a political decision. He said that instead. 1 was 

made clear in the talks that the orginal impression that 
the first four projects that were exclusively given to a 
Finnish-Turkish group were about 100 million German 
marks [DM] cheaper was wrong. 

Moellemann said that “muisunderstandings” were cre- 
ated by the fact that the firms tendering a bid had the 
chance to make subsequent improvements. He said that 

it was ensured in the negotiations that the only basis for 

decision should be the agreed arrangements and in 
particular the prices stated in the bids. 

Eastern German Participation May Increase 

The economics minister said that 1 has now been agreed 
on the basis of the bids that the Finnish-Turkish firm 
PEM [expansion unknown] will get the contract for the 
Shaykovka settlement (1,056 apartments), and the 

German firm Philipp He‘zmann AG will get the contract 
for the Viadikavkaz settlement (1,156 apartments). The 
Krivoy Rog project will go to the German-Austran 
Macculan Holding Group, to which the Dresden Con- 
struction Union South company, the Magdeburg 
Industry Construction company, and the castern 

German subsidiary of the Munich firm Hinteregger also 
belong. 

That means that German participation in the DM570 
million of construction—which includes, in addition to 
the apartments, supply and disposal facilities, streets, 
kindergartens, schools, and medical facilities—is about 
60 percent, Finnish-Turkish participation 1s about 25 
percent, and Austrian participation 1s about 15 percent. 
According to Moelleman, more than half of the German 
share goes to the new federal laender. For instance. 
Philipp Holzmann will cooperate with at least seven 
eastern German firms, some of them are dolz7mann 
subsidiaries, and some are cooperation partners. Moclie- 
mann said that possibly the castern German share will 
even increase because PEM 1s also planning to cooperate 
in the project with companies from the new federal 

laender. 

According to Moelleman, discrepancies have emerged 
regarding data on the fourth residential area at Borisov: 
the discrepancies will be clarified in June or July, if 
necessary im connection with orders for five additional 

projects in Belorussia. 

Moclicmann stressed that for the additional orders (the 
project comprises 30,000 apartments) it will be impor- 
tant to take both sides’ interests into account and to 

consider the adequate participation of German firms. He 

added that German firms must and can take part i the 

competitive tendering procedure that has been agreed 

upon. 
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Misunderstandings Will Be Avoided in the Future 

In order to avoid future musunderstandings. Moclle- 
mann will broach the issues during his visit to Moscow 

early next week. In addition, he will also discuss the 

Soviet pledge to order goods worth DM29 billion in the 
new federal laender within a relatively short period of 

tume. He said that the lists of goods prepared by the 

Soviet side show that the USSR even plans to order 
goods worth more than DM12 billion. 

Gorbachev Saw Honecker Fall as Internal Affair 

LD2608 373391 Berlin ADN in German 1609 GM1 
26 May 91 

[Text] Cottbus (ADN}—In the opinion of former trade 
umion boss Harry Tisch, Honecker’s downfall was seen 

by the Soviet party leader Gorbachev as purely the 

GDR’s internal affair. According to an interview with 
Tisch in the LAUSITZER RUNDSCHAU (Monday 
edition), during his [Tisch’s] visit to the USSR a day 
before this event Gorbachev was pleased about the 
developments in ihe GDR but had expressed doubts as 
to whether 1 would help. “He welcomed the fact that we 

had reached the points where we understood that life had 

caught up with us.” said Tisch 

It was evident that the leadership had underestimated 

the situation among the people and didn't have a real- 

Stic picture. In retrospect Tisch now sees this as the 
main reason why the SED [Socialist Unity Party of 
Germany] and with nu the GDR “collapsed within a 
couple of weeks.” He added, “they lived in a world of 

reports which did not correspond with reality. which 

were dominated by the positive.” According to Tisch. 
there had even been truthful reports in the FDGB [Free 
German Trade Union Association] concerning the 
feeling among members and he had several times tried to 
discuss this in the Politburo. However, 1 was undesir- 
able in the form he wanted to do it and had sometimes 
done, the former FDGB boss said in the inter sew 

“We didn't discuss the State Security. its work. or its 

methods in the Politburo. That was a taboo subject and 

only discussed by Honecker and Miclke.” said Tisch. 
who was only released from imprisonment a few days 
ago. Mielke, who was together with Tisch in the prison 
hospital in Poletzensee, has greatly deteriorated in 

Tisch’s view. He described him as “a very decrepit 
man 

Moellemann, France's Beregovoy Sign Accord 

1L 2708135591 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 

1LLGEMEINE in German 24 May 91 p 17 

[Text] Berlin, 23 May—“In view of what lies ahead of us 
we have only just started the reconstruction of the 

eccnomy im the new laender. For this reason, it 1s 

necessary to also attract foreign enterprises to this part of 
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Germany.” Using these words at the opening of a Ger- 
man-French investment conference, Economics Muin- 

ister Juergen Moeliemann called on French enterprises 
10 invest even more in the new laender. 

The conference, which was attended by a delegation of 
representatives of 27 well-known French enterprises 

headed by French Economic and Finance Minister of 

State Pierre Beregovoy. was mainly devoted to the 

exchange of information between French and German 
entrepreneurs and the competent government authon- 

ties. At the same time, Minister Beregovoy and Minister 
Moellemann concluded an agreement on the establish- 
ment of a permanent information service at the Centre 

Francais du Commerce Extericur, which should provide 
information to French entrepreneurs on financial and 

tax privileges as well as on the conditions for invest- 
ments in castern Germany. 

The French Government ts not only interested but even 

feels obliged to help the FRG rebuild eastern Germany, 
Beregovoy stated. Already at this point, France 1s in first 
place among foreign investors in eastern Germany with 
the takeover of about 30 firms and with about 100 
companies thal are present in castern Germany. How- 

ever, more transparency concerning the conditions and 

the guarantee of equal treatment are needed for further 
investments. Both Beregovoy and Mocllemann stressed 
that. when making investments, one must take not only 

the castern German but the whole castern European 

market into consideration. 

Hostages Suspected in Al-Rabitah Fire Released 

LD2708131291 Hambure DPA in German 1242 GMT 

2” May 9! 

[Text] Pinneberg (DP A)}—After 423 days of having been 
held hostage in Libya, technicians Peter Osterhoff and 
Horst Schroeder from Pinneberg have returned home. 
Osterhoff announced in Appen (Schluswig-Holstein) on 

Monday that lawyer and Bundestag Deputy Wolfgang 
Kubicki (Free Democratic Party) had worked at the 

diplomatic level for the release of the hostages. 

The two technicians, working in North Africa for the 
Pinneberg pipeline firm Tukay International GmbH. 

were on 25 March 1990. shortly before their departs 
for Germany, detained im their aircraft in the Libyan 

capital, Tripol, Osterhoff reported. At the tome the 
Libyan side said the Germans were suspected of being 
spies of the Federal Intelligence Service [BND] in con- 
nection with the fire in the chemical factory im Al- 
Rabitah 

According to Osterhoff, the two hostages lived for 14 
months rsolated from the outside world in a permanently 

lighted cell. A representative of the German Embassy 
visited them twice im prison. They were never pul on 

trial 
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Differences With Japan on Aid to USSR Noted 

OW 2705004391 Tokvo KYODO in Enelish 2342 GMI 

26 May ¥! 

[Text] Bonn. May 26 KYODO—Japanese Foreign Min- 
ister Taro Nakayama. in a meeting with German Foreign 
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher on Sunday expressed 
Japan's reluctance to offer full-scale aid to the Soviet 
Union. However. Genscher told Nakayama. here on a 
stopover before guing to the Middle East. that aid to the 
Soviet Union should be considered in fiscal. monctary. 
environmental. and other fields. 

Nakayama noted that the Soviet economy is in confu- 

sion and the Soviet Union continues to be a military 

superpower. He cited reports released by the Interna- 

tonal Monetary Fund and the World Bank last vear 
advising that large-scale aid to the Soviet Union would 
not be appropriate. 

Nakayama also stressed the significance to Japan- 
Germany relations of the new situation that has emerged 
in Europe following the German unification. while Gen- 
scher said he expected increased investment by Japan 
and other countries in the former East German area 

Nakayama asked Genscher to make an early visit to 
Japan to discuss these issues. Nakayama later left Frank- 
furt for Iran. the first stop on a three-nation Middle East 
tour which will also take him to Egypt and Israel! 

Japan's Nakayama Meets Genscher During Stopover 

LD2605 151891 Hambure DPA in German 1453 GM] 

26 May 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—While on his way to the Middle 
East. Japanese Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama made a 
stopover visit in Bonn today. He met Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher (Free Democratic Party). The 
two foreign ministers praised the good state of German- 
Japanese relations. and expressed the will to further 
extend and deepen relations. the Foreign Ministry 
announced after the mecting. 

Genscher accepted his Japanese counterpart’s invitation 

for an official visit to Japan. It 1s important to extend not 
only German-Japanese relations, but also relations 
between the EC and Japan. Both politicians declared 
they would support the adoption of a European-Japanese 

declaration on political and economic questions. The 
two foreign ministers also agreed that in view of the 
further developments in Europe. it 1s necessary to sup- 
port the reformist movements in central and Eastern 

Europe. as well as in the Soviet Union. 

Bundestag To Adopt Resolution on Polish Treaty 

LD2I805091191 Hambure DPA in German 040 GMT 
J8 May 9! 

{Text} Bonn (DPA}—The leadership of the Bonn coali- 
tion has agreed that when the German-Polish good- 
neighborly relations and border treaties with Warsaw are 
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passed. the Bundestag will adopt a resolution. Federal 

government spokesman Dieter Vogel announced in 

Bonn on Tuesday after the coalition talks that the 

intention 1s to pay tribute to the “historic, moral. and 

future-onented significance” of these treaties. 

Alt the same time the resolution 1s to express the hopes 

which the Bundestag links to the policy thus embarked 
on between Germany and Poland. Apparently Bonn’s 

conceptions concerning the protection of the German 

minority will be set out 

According to Vogel the coalition also agreed that the 

treaty on good-neighborly relations as well as the rele- 

vant correspondence will be signed in Bonn on 17 June. 
The federal government 1s proposing to the Polish Gov- 
ernment that the treaties be initialled in Warsaw next 
week 

Leading representatives of Christian Democratic U nion- 
Christian Social Union [CDU-CSU] and the Free Dem- 
ocratic Party. with Federal Chancellor Helmut Kohl as 

chair. on Tuesday once again discussed the Poland 
treaty. after failing yesterday to agree on a common 
stance. The CSU in particular called for a stronger 
safeguard for the German minority nghts in Poland. 

Walesa Stresses No New Concessions in Treaty 

LD2705 141291 Hambure DPA in German 1325 GMT 

2” May ¥/ 

[Embargoed until 1500 GMT] 

[Excerpt] Warsaw (DPA}—Polish State President Lech 
Walesa once again stressed on Monday that in the 
German-Polish Treaty on Good-Neighborly Relations 
no new Polish concessions could be expected. He said in 
an interview with German television ARD that Poland 1s 
patient. Relations between Poland and Germany have to 

be shaped “in a new way”. However, there will be no 
special new Polish concessions “at any price.” [passage 

omitted] 

Danish Prime Minister Begins 2-Day Visit 

LD2305191191 Berlin ADS in German 1822 GMT 

23 May ¥/ 

[Text] Schwerin (ADN}—The Danish Prime Minister. 
Poul Schluter, this evening arrived for a working visit to 
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. During his stay of 
just under two days, existing neighborly and economic 
relations are to be deepened further and new contacts 

made. In addition to this, talks with Prime Munuister 

Alfred Gomolka [CDU] (Christian Democratic Union) 
and a meeting with representatives of northeast German 
industry are planned. Apart from this, the Danish prime 
minieter will visit Anklam and Penzlin and open a 

Danish chain's first store mn the new laender 

High-ranking representatives of Danish industry. who 
are accompanying Schlucter. will familiarize themselves 
at a presentation at the Schwerin Chamber of Trade and 
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Industry with Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania as a 
location for investment. The areas of the food industry. 
energy and environmental technology. as well as tourism 
will be in the forefront. 

Iranian Government Upset Over Genscher Visit 

10° 2705113891 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
2” May 91 p 16 

[Text] The sudden visit by Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dietrich Genscher to Iran at the beginning of May has 
caused trouble for the German helpers in the Kurdish 
area and has almost lead to the expulsion of a German 
diplomat. The local government representatives in 

Bakhtaran were so outraged about the behavior of Gen- 
scher’s group and about the accompanying press racket 
that after the foreign minister's departure they canceled 
all small concessions made to the German soldiers sent 
to the refugee area. Thus, the members of the 
Bundeswehr are permitted to leave their barracks, which 

are surrounded by barbed wire, only in the company of 
Iranian officials. The helicopter relief flights have also 
been subjected to painstaking checks: The pilots are 

permitted to take off for flights to the Kurdish camps 
only if the helicopters are carryirg a full cargo and if 
iranian inspectors have given their approval. Only after 
a massive intervention of the Foreign Ministry in 
Tehran, did Boan Diplomat Paul von Maltzahn escape 
expulsion. Maltzahn has been dispatched from his post 
in Algiers to coordinate the German relief measures in 
the Kurdish area 

Stoltenberg Details Bundeswehr Reduction Plans 

LD24085125291 Hamburg DPA in German 1048 GMT 

24 May 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)}—Defense Minister Gerhard Stolten- 
berg has announced economic assistance for economi- 
cally underdeveloped regions from which the 
Bundeswehr 1s to withdraw. Relevant plans are being 
prepared by the responsible federal ministries, Stolten- 
berg said today when presenting his future plans for 
deployment of the Bundeswehr. In accordance with 

these plans, 213 bases [Standorte] of a total of 688 bases 
in the old federal laender are to be closed down com- 
pletely. The planned changes are to be carried out mainly 
in 1993 and 1994. 

Stoltenberg said that the federal government would link 
the reduction in numbers of the Bundeswehr to 370,000 
by 1994 with a number of additional measures. For 
example, a law on the number of personnel would also 
offer a limited number of older regular servicemen the 
opportunity of voluntarily leaving the service early, and 
also create conditions for shortening the commitments 
of soldiers who had signed on for fixed periods. Older 
civilian employees at bases that are to be closed or cut 
back can also take voluntary early retirement from the 
service 
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Stoltenberg said that this vould be the most far-reaching 
structural reform of the Bundeswehr since its founda- 
tion. He now intends io give the relevant committees of 
the Bundestag and the laender the chance to comment on 

his plans by 4 July. The final decision on the new 
deployments is scheduled to be made in July. The 

minister stressed that his plan 1s set Out in such a way 

that fulfillment of the military mussion 1s guaranteed. 
The new arrangements are intended to lead to economic 

and, in view of scarce funds. financially appropriate 
solutions. The changes for soldiers and for civilian 
employees must be fashioned in a way that 1s socially 

acceptable. and as far as possible. all regional points of 
view and requirements should be taken into account. 

Stoltenberg explained that as far as possible troop units 
should be withdrawn from conurbations. There would be 

greatcr deployment of the units in country areas. The 
withdrawal plans of the allied forces are taken into 

account in his plan. Stoltenberg said that the number of 
personnel in Schleswig-Holstein would be reduced from 
51.828 to 40.549; in Hamburg from 6,809 to 4.287: in 
Bremen from 1.920 to 1.529: in Lower Saxony from 

86.681 to 59.661: in North Rhine-Westphalia from 
60.810 to 50.348: in the Rhincland-Palatinnate from 
34.870 to 25.665: in Hesse from 28,734 to 14,589; in 
Saarland from 3.304 to 3.275; in Baden-Wuerttemberg 
from 42.768 to 29.986; and in Bavaria from 80.484 to 
68.186. 

According to Stoltenberg, 1.852 soldiers will be stationed 
in Berlin: 22.354 in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania: 
19.883 in Brandenberg: 8.056 in Saxony-Anhalt, 8,006 
in Thuringia: and 6.174 in Saxony. In Schleswig- 
Holstein, 22 bases will be closed: in Lower Saxony 39; in 
North Rhine-Westphalia 33; in Rhineland-Palatinate 30. 
in Hesse 18: in Baden-Wuerttemberg 40; in Bavaria 31; 
and in Saarland, only St. Ingbert will be closed. 

As well as being harshly criticized, Stoltenberg’s concept 
also met with approval. Free Democratic Party Deputy 
Guenther Nolting described the plan for bases as “bal- 
anced.” Lower Saxony Interior Minister Gerhard 

Glogowski, Socia! Democratic Party, on the other hand, 
called Stoltenberg’s approach a “dilettante perfor- 
mance.” The great opportunity to celebrate troop reduc- 

tions as a “day of joy” had been missed because of the 
secretive way in which the Federal Government had 
dealt with the reductions. The German Bundeswehr 
Association urged that a law be drafted on the personne! 
aspects of the deployment decisions. Bernd Wilz. 
defense policy spokesman of the Christian Democratic 

Union/Christian Social Union parhamentary group. 
described the plan as a logical and convincing basis for 
planning 

FDP Supports Bundeswehr Deployment Under UN 

LDISO08 1855491 Berlin ADN in German 1531 GMT 

Js Vai y/] 

[| Text] Hamburg (ADN)}—The “small party congress” of 
the Free Democratic Party [FDP] today decided in favor 
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of the amendment to the Constitutic 2 allowing the 
Bundeswehr to take part in future UN peace-keeping 

mussions and in combat developments on the basis of a 

UN Security Council resolution. The delegates to the 

FDP’s Federal Main Commitice were thereby following 
a mowvion by Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher 
to a large extent. One point in his motion was clarified 
after a thorough debate: Such military deployments are 
to be made subject to the “agreement of the majority of 

the German Bundestag.” the so-called chancellor 
majority. 

First All-German Draft Budget Presented 

10 2605192791 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ILLGEMEINE in German 25 May 91 pp 1-2 

[Report by “HAL™: “The Budget Committee Limits 
New Borrowing to 66 Billion Marks” | 

[Text] Bonn, 24 May—The 1991 first all-German budgect 
envisages expenditures of 410.3 bilhon German marks 
[DM}]—3.6 percent more than was planned in the orig- 
inal draft budget. That ts the result of discussions held by 
the Budget Commiutice in Bonn. The Bundestag will 
decide on the budget during the first week of June. The 
budget policy spokesmen of the coalition parties. Jochen 
Borchert, Christian Democratic Union [CDU]. Kiaus 
Rose. Christian Social Union [CSU]: and Wolfgang 
Weng. Free Democratic Party [FDP]. said they were 
satisfied with the result of their discussions. Borchert 
said that the Budget Commitice has not deviated from 
its course of pursuing a sound financial policy 

More than DM90 billion of the total volume of the 
federal budget are expenditures caused by unity. The 
many different tasks for the integration of the new 
federal laender have left their marks on expenditures and 
revenues. For instance, the common program for the 
economic recovery of eastern Germany. accounting for 
DM 12 billion, had to be included in the budget. A total 
of DM65 bilhon ts envisaged for public investments— 
over DM10 billion more than was envisaged in the old 
government draft. Borchert stressed that 1 was possible 
to limit net borrowing to DM66.4 billion, as against the 
old draft which envisaged DM69.6 billion. Thus the 
draft budget remains under the limit of DM70 billion. 
which was originally established for new borrowing. 
Borchert said. The net borrowing envisaged now 
amounts to no more than 2.5 percent of the gross 
national product, and despite the many different tasks, 11 

1S Still lower than it was when the Social Democrain 
Party [SPD] was in government. Borchert said that. 
nonetheless. net borrowing must be decreased further 
because the Federal Government must be releved of 

high interest payments. He said that, based on the 

casting miterest rate level, DMI billion less in net 
borrowing means about DM90 million less in interest 
payments over the following years. Borchert stressed that 
over a medium term, the tasks of the Federal Giovern- 
ment and the laender must be clearly separated again. 
they have been blurred somewhat by the requirements in 
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connection with the German unification. Weng said that 
it could be difficult to decrease net borrowing by another 
DM20 billion in !992 because the Federal Government 
will clearly have to spend more money for the EC during 
the Coming years. 

According to the figures given by the Budget Commiutice. 
the Federal Government's tax revenues will amount to 
DM311.8 billion. which ts attributable to tax increases 
and 1s almost DM18 billion more than was originally 
planned. Other revenues of the Federal Government— 
resulting from the privatization of state enterprises. for 
instance—amount to DM32.1 billion. The budget poli- 
ticians reiterated that without tax increases, | would not 

have been possible within the orginally envisaged finan- 
cial scope to cover the unforeseeable government expen- 
diutures totaling about DM 18 billion for «he Gulf war and 
aid for Eastern. central, and southeastern Europe. They 

added. however. that no final account has been pre- 
sented on the Gulf war. 

According to the budget politicians, the United States 
has promised to discuss the allies’ exact financial coutr- 
butions Once again, as soon as it 1s known precisely how 

much the war cost. It 1s possible that the expenditures for 
the war wall be a little less. 

The defense budget. totaling DM52.5 billion, has 
remained almost unchanged as compared to the govern- 
ment draft. Borchert said, however, that the government 
draft already contained cuts of DM7.5 billion. He said 
that the present draft has been tightly calculated and will 
be reduced further to DM45 billion by 1994. Borchert 
said that other important changes of the federal budgct 
by the Budget Committee include higher expenditures 
for developing the legal system in castern Germany. 
accounting for DM110 million; the common program 
“agricultural structure and coastal protection.” 
accounting for DM150 million: funds totaling DM 300 
millon for carly retirement in eastern Germany. and 
supplementary allowances for recipients of unemploy- 
ment pay in eastern Germany, accounting for DM 100 
millon. For the social security pension scheme. the 
committee envisages increased expenses of DM 280 mil- 
hon. As against the government draft, the new draft 
budget envisages decreased expenses for children’s 
allowances, totaling DMS50 million, housing rent subsi- 
dies, totaling DM200 million, and interest payments. 
totalling DM 300 million. 

Given the requirements in the new laender. the per- 

sonnel expenses for the highest federal authorities have 
increased about 20 percent because the number of staff 
has risen from 20.517 in 1989 to 25.000. However. the 
ministries cannot ask for more staff in 1992. and the 

number of personnel employed with the authorities must 
be reduced to 22,500 people by 1995—about 10 percent 
more than in 1989. 

Helmut Wieczorek, the budget policy spokesman for the 
SPD Bundestag group, accused the Federal Government 
of failing to present a sound 1991 draft budget that 
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would allow the government to cope with the tasks m 

eastern Germany. He said that the common program for 
the cconomuc recovery of castern Germany 1s 2 step in 

the mght direction: however. generally 1 comes too late 

In addition, the fact that the budget will not become 
effective before the middie of this vear will Icad to a 
situation where many funds for the envisaged tasks 

cannot be spent before the end of this vear because the 
administration 1s unable to put the planned measures 

quickly into practice. Wieczorek critecized im particular 

that the coalitvon 1s covering up the real extent of the 
debt because 1 only mentions the new net borrowing. He 
said that there 1 the additional clear boriewing of the 
so-called “shadow budgcts.” which amouiiis to another 

DM64 billion. This sum includes DM7 billion for the 
European Recovery Program (ERP). DM5 billion for the 
fund handling credit transactions; DM7 billkon for the 
debt moratonum for housing, DM23 billic:: for the 
Trust Agency, DM7 bilhon for the former GDR railways 
and the Federal Railways. and DMI5 billion for the 
Federal Post. 

Trust Agency President Comments on Policie~ 

102405133191 Vienna WOCHENPRESSE in German 
23 May ¥1 pp S4-S5 

[Interview with Trust Agency President Birgit Breuel by 
WOCHENPRESSE: place and date not given: “Short 
Rations’] 

[Text] [WOCHENPRESSE] Mrs. Breuel, at the end of 
June you will have to make decisions on closing down 
numerous enterprises and you will cause an “utcry in the 

eastern part of Germany. Al the same time, ou will have 

to present a revised economic plan, which «:/] annoy the 
taxpayers in the west. How many additional billions will 

be required” 

[Brevel] | cannot yet give any numbers because we are 
just developing an addendum to our economic plan for 
1991. It +s certain that we will not manage with the 25 
billon German marks [DM] (about 180 bilhon scholl- 
ings) planned so far because we will have to spend DM” 
billion for interest payments in the first half of the vear 
More than DM100 billion old debts of the former GDRs 
trade and industry are listed in our books, the main part 

of which we will probably be left with in the long run. We 
accompany our Companies in their reorganization, we 
give guaranices. and have to finance social plans—ithe 
volume per person 1s assessed at DM5,000 

[WOCHENPRESSE] This amounts to DMS billion 
oniy | millon oid jobs are climinatesi. Let us take all 
these burdens together: Will this not result in servicing 
capital of more than DM10 bilhhon for many vears’ 

[Breuvel] You are probably right. If, in addition, the Trust 
Agency takes tt upon itself to deal with 90 percent of the 
ecological damage. it will hardly be possible to express 
this in terms of money. This could wreck every balance 
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[WOCHENPRESSE] According to caperts’ estimates. an 

amount of more than DM100 billion 1s at rssuc. In brown 
coal surface mining alone. an amount of DM 30 billion is 

mentioned. Do you proceed from similar amounts’ 

[Breuci] | am wary of speculations. | only know thal we 
have to reach agreement with the government and the 

laender on the distribution of the burden—and that the 

eves of many financial politicians will pop out of thei 
heads 

[WOCHENPRESSE] If you do not want to give any 
figures on these financial burdens. tell us at least how 
many enterprises are on the inst of enterprises to be 

closed down 

[Breuel] | have never seen such a list. We wall also not 
compile u—for at present we simply do not know 

enough about the enterprises’ chances of development 
We will consistently continue our course of examining 

each individual case carefully 

[WOCHENPRESSE] Who did not do his homework in 
tume—the Trust Agency or the enterprises” 

[Breuel] Unfortunately, we have not received all 
requesied management concepts by a long way. We are 

now clearly telling the managers and directors that those 
who do not hand in their concepts in time will be put on 
short rations 

[WOCHENPRESSE] But the Trust Agency does not 
manage to check all concepts and balances. 

[Breuel] | admit that we have had our problems with this. 
But meanwhile we have developed a crash program and 

set priorities by first checking the largest enterprises and 
those with the highest debts. Moreover. we increased the 
staff and developed a list for systematic checks. We will 
fulfill our task im time 

| WOCHENPRESSE] When? 

[Brevel] Well. it will take until the end of September at 
the earliest to check all opening balances in German 

marks and all management concepts, but more likely it 
will take until the end of the year. And in this contest we 

will then be able to decide to what extent enterprises 

have to shrink to catch up with an innovative future. 

|[WOCHENPRESSE] Altogether 50 to 60 percent of the 
yobs will have to be eliminated 

{Breuc!] You know more than the executive board of the 
Trust Agency. Where did you learn that? 

[WOCHENPRESSE] Such calculations, based on pro- 
ductivity comparisons between cast and west, have been 

made for a long time 

| Breucl] | cannot confirm this from our experience so far. 

So far. we have privatized about 1,600 industrial enter- 

prises and parts of enterprises, and 435 cases are being 
handied. Only 35 enterprises are completely closed 
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down. By the end of April investments of DM55 bellron 
were promised to us and we secured far more than 

300.000 jobs 

[WOCHENPRESSE] Nevertheless. you will still have 
left about 7.000 enterprises in which more than 3 millron 

people are working. And ut will probably be more diffi- 

cult to privatize these enterprises than. for cxampic. 

construction companics. food factonmes. hotcls. and 

newspapers. In the problematic ficids of mining. chem- 

als, steel, textiles. and the shipyards alone there arc 

about SO enterprises with more than $.000 emplovecs 

cach. How high 1s the reduction quota’ 

[Breucl] The question 1s based on a wrong muitial 
assumption. It 1s truc that we always say thal our 

considerations are based on management data. Then we 
begin to check how a rcorganization process can be 

cushioned in a socially acceptable way. For one cannot 

et an entire regron down. But this would be the vonse- 
quence if we were to follow purely business arguments 

| WOCHENPRESSE] Why do you not consequently go 
one step further and become active as a development 

agency for the cast, restructuring the economy on behalf 
of the government and the lacnder’ 

[Breuel] Industrial policy 1s not our business 

[WOCHENPRESSE] In order to catch up with the old 
laender, the new lacnder needs growth rates like those in 
the Far East. Japan's strength 1s in great part duc to 
cooperation between political and cconomic circles 
Why don't you establish a “MITI™ [expansion unknown] 
called Trust Agency for the growth region of cast Crer- 
many—why don't you point out technology prospects. 

instead of continuing the old GDR employment socicty 

under a new name” 

[Breuel] The MITI was created in a country with demo- 
cratic traditions and strong enterprises. In the new 
laender democracy and the social market cconomy have 

to be developed first. Everything that smells of cen- 
tralism, planning. and thinking for others, 1s bad. Many 
citizens, precisely im the new lacnder, have anyway the 
idea of the gigantic, omnipotent Trust Agency, which 1s 
responsible for everything. Thies argument will kill us of 

the mmage of the colossus 1s consolidated. No—the Trust 
Agency 1s nothing bul a services enterprise for a limited 
period. We wall fulfill our task and then the Trust Agency 
will be dissolved again. 

[WOCHENPRESSE] This firm with 2.500 employees 
will perforce represent almost the whole cast German 

enterprise for quite a long time. And, as an entreprencur. 
it must also ensure a development potential 

[Brevel] Privatizing. reorganizing. closing down—all this 
can be summed up under the heading of “development” 
What else 1s development supposed to mean” 

| WOCHENPRESSE] It means evaluating enterprises not 
just by what they invest mn but also in technology 1m the 
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mew lacndcr. And wo cnsurce thal there ss not only 
production. bul also management in the cas 

[Breuci] | put an cxclamatron mark behend thes’ If 

businesses would return thew hcadquaricrs to the cast of 

Berlin, «t «ould give an cnormouws impctus. Zerss was 
founded in Jena. the Dresden Bank comes from Saxony's 

capital, Seemens and AEG have thew roots m Berm 

Regarding the top of technology and devclopment: We 
will increasingly take ut rnto comsidcration aficr we have 

handled the cases in the pypclince. When now we stan 
discntangling the former combines. the research compa- 

mics will be taken oul as attractive cores for new cnire- 

preneurial approaches. And we will also check whether a 

buyer or 2 person interested mm a management buy-out 
will really contribute more than moncy. The profi that 

remams tor the cashbou of the Trust Agency after 

privatization rs only an aspect 

[WOCHENPRESSE] What ss your comment on the call 

for more clearness, insight. and stricter control mecha- 

nisms” Here 2 piece of land 1s allegedly sold too cheaply. 

there ot es assumed thal major western German cnict- 

prises might derive advantages in privatization by dele- 

galing managers to cxecutive positions im the Trust 
Agency 

[Breucl| | do not know about such a case among my 
directors. We would immediately check on 1 thoroughly 
Moreover, we are beng more watchful. In the legal 
department we developed a special group which takes 

preventive measures 

[WOCHENPRESSE] And vet « was, for crampic. po-s- 

sible for Genexs—a former enterprise of the Socsalrst 

Unity Party of Germany [SED]. which 1s under your 

control—to squander about DM 10 millon 

[Breuel] The best controllers are often powerless agaist 
crime. | only recall the VW foresen exchange scandal 

| WOCHENPRESSE] Let us leave open the question of 

whether the control was so excellent mm thes case. Let us 

stick to the Trust Agency: Old chques from the SED 
penod—new alliances of today: What wornes you more’ 

[Breucl] The most dangerous connections are probably 
the shady dealings between cast and west. It 1s 
unpicasant to witness the people from the west who want 

to strike a good bargain im the cast mn cooperatron with 

old managers. So we have no chowe but to use all our 

antennac to find these tcllows 

[WOXCHENPRESSE| And what about the future of the 

Trust Agency’ Will t administer only a group of scrap 

companies in five years when all pearls have been sold” 

[Breucl] Why do you claim that only pearls will be sold 
and only scrap will remain” 

| WOXHENPRESSE] Because we assume that the entre- 

preneurs tested in the market cconomy are clever cnough 
to make the nght chowe. Or do you have doubts about 

the intelligence of your buyers” 
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[Breuci] No. bul thes will bus from the Pent of sece of 

whether the ace cCniciprix maikches woth the ofd onc 

There well be mans companies mm the ncw lacnder that 
will be compicich capabic of keeping up eath wmicrna- 
bonal competition. but whech will not be able to find a 

buyer mm the newt few years Morcover. we have onhk 

begun to diseniangic combines and to dev chop attractive 
enmicrprises. An intcresting stack will devclop from thers 

within 2 few vears Whether « well remaen federal 

property or will be insted on the stock exchange s a 
politecal decision 

Bundesbank Reports Production Decline in fast 
if S05 145191 Dow “wid ri HANDELSBI ij/ 

ZZ Wai vi pea im tecvrmian 

Production Decline of 24 Percent m “df report 

Eastern Crerman, 

[Text] Duesseldorf, >! May—tin January 1991. castern 
German indusinal production declined by 24 percent 

per work day compared with December 1990 The 
Economics Ministry, sees the main reason om the decline 
in demand trom the former CEMA states 

The changes mM Net production om the Pron essing mdusiry 

m the new lacnder in January compared with December 
m the emportant industries of the former GDR are as 

tollows 

Petrokeum prom cvaing ples 19 1 ee 
> 

Stones and ws mings *o percent 

> 

Mee! mdustiry plus 49 4 oer 

( betmeacal mndustry memes 1% | aeroent 
> 

VMecManna cng mec ne mines 4 mer cn 

> 

Road schictes mms . prroenmt 
> 

£ hex tromecs ones 29 peroent 
> 

Prev rsecn me Manns Tins minus $8.4 ner ent 

> 

(iffrce machines minws *) 9 percent 

> 

Pr niing md usiry mus S percent 

> 

Teatele ondustry ries 4-2 peroen 
> 

Focdstufts industry mens 5! ' percent 

In tts monthly report of May 199! the Bundeshank 
affirms that in the first few months of thes vear industrial 
production again declined in the new lacnder acoordim, 
to polling results of the Ifo Institute [public opmmon 
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research imsistutc] and the Bundesbank Howcver a ray 

of hope can be seen om the fact thal the companecs polled 
capect an imcrease in producteon on the COMmng months 

The development of proes m casiern Germanys os stell 

esentiaily characterized Dy the transsson from sak 

comtraiied pricing to markct coonoms pricing Thus 

producer proces for indusinal products decleaed sharply 

atier the abolition of the product-rclated taxes that 
canted at the beginning of last scar In February. wdus 

tinal products were more than one-third cheaper than ir 

1YS9. Al the consumer level the abolmton of these taxes 

m spring (YSU caused a decline m the cost-<ot-invong 
mde. in the course of thes vear. the precs. & heh had & 

tar been kcpt down Dy sulssdics. have been adyusted mm 

the individual sectors. The first. parth gradual corre: 
trons on thes direction have essentially contributed to the 

tact that om March the Cos ~<o-inving indes cracecded the 

199 average by 7 7 peroent 

In western Germany. on the other hand. production was 

m full swong in March. »occording to the Bundeshank 

During the entire first quarter of the year. production in 

the processing indusiry increased by almost 2 peroent 
compared with the last quarter of 1990) compared with 

last vear. thes corresponds to a growth of § percent 

After the beginning of ihe year. invesiment goods pro- 

ducers as well as indusines producing csscntial and 
nonessential foods and bev crages were the ones with the 

grcaics’ increase in productvon. m the hasn maternal 

imdusiry. on the other hand. production was sharply 
higher than at the end of last vear 

During the enure first quarter of the year. the pres sous 

Quarters avcrage was not achieved im the number of 

orders im the processing industry. even though last year's 
result was cxceeded by & percent on terms of v aloe and by 

% percent m terms of volume Demand trom abroad 

tended to decline after the begunning of the year During 
the first three months of thes vear. it dechned—-afier 

scasonal adjusiment—by 2 § percent compared & th the 

pressous quarter and hy 6 percent compercd with the 

same period last vear (Compared with the last quarter of 

1¥90 domestx orders continued to rise. though only 
slightly. They exceeded last vear's figure by 17 percent 
(on real terms, 14 percent) Higher orders than during the 

penod of October to December were regustered by the 

producers of investment goods mm particular—not how. 

ever, Dy mechanical engineering and road vehicle con 
Siruction 
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Cresson, Cheney Discuss Security Plans, NATO 

10 OWS IDI! Parss APP on English 1 NOGMT 

2” May 9! 

[Text] Parss. May 27 (AFP}—French Prome Moenester 
Eduh (Cresson Monday played down differcnces euth 

Washington over future security plans after talks here 
eth tS. Defense Scoretany Deck Cheney. “There os 
absolutch m0 disagreement” adh Mr Cheney. Mrs 
( resson told reporters aficr a M)-minute discussion with 
the LS. defense scerctary 

Mr Cheney was also Solding talks bere oath Pressdent 
Francons Mitterrand, Defence Monestcr Pierre Jowe and 
Foregn Monitcr Roland Dumas before hbeadung for 
Brusscts to discuss plans for a leancr. more fMevrble and 
motlc North Atlanta Treaty Organisation force 

Pars has remained opposed to L S -racked proposals to 
form multsnational military unis and to capand NATO's 
mandate s that the allhance can carry owl operatons 

bevond the Euro-Atlantic regson im the event of crises lke 
the Gull war The Unsnted States « meanwhile concerned 
about discu. ons within Europe on claborating a regsonal 
defense doctrim shach W fears could over- 
shadow NATO and lessen LS. influence 

Mrs Cresson stressed Monday that France «as om agree- 
ment with Mr Cheney's positron, “that 1s to say thal 

France ts very anwous to marmtamn the Atlanta alhance 

and its presence and that of Europe m that alhance 

“Thes os not at all contradictory with the fact that. m the 

meantime. we are thinking about a system of European 
detense ~ 

France has agreed to take part on discussions on adapting 
NATO) strategies to post<old war realitecs. but has 
declined to return to the mtcgrated NATO) military 
command that Paris quit mn 1966 Paris 1 conmsegucntly 
not represented at Tuesday's meeting in Brussels of 
NATO) defense ministers grouped mm the Defence Plan- 
ning ( omuettee and Nuclear Planning Group 

irs. ( resson also sand that Parts supported LS. policy 
“on the non-proliferation of nuctear and chemical 

wcapons— 

The new French prime minisicr. who took office on May 

1S sad France wanted improved cooperation with 
Washington. “including technology transfers”. on arms 
issucs 

Cresson: ‘No Disagreement’ 

LDOCUSISIO8! Pars: brance-dater Radw Netewors 

m trent 1PWOGMI OO” May 8 

[Text] Prome Monster Edith Cresson held talks wath US 
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney m Pare today The 
tete-a-tete talks lasted half an hour and at the end of 
them Mes. Cresson made a statement mm which she sand 
there 1s absolutely no disagreement between Paris and 
Washington The head of the government made a pica 
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tor a European dctense system. She saod that France = 
very concerned about keeping the Atlanta alhance and 
about keeping France and Earope m that alhance Shc 

also added that there 5 no comtradsaction at all betecen 

thes and comsdermng a European dctense sysicm 

Jove Says NATO Not To Be U adermined 

60 WS 1 NI Parcs AFP om Emeiesh 165967 

2” May ¥i 

[Excerpts] Parss. May 27 (AF P)—The French Govern- 
ment and Washington Monday [27 May] played down 
differences over future European security arrangements 
durmg a vest here by US. Defense Scoretary Dick 
Cheney ahead of key NATO consultations French 

Defense Moenester Prerre Jowe told a news conference 
eth Mr Cheney that France “has no micnton of 
undermining the Atlanix alhance”. Mr. Jone stressed 
that he sae “no contradiction” om caploring an cnhanced 
sccursty role for Europe while pursuing a “jornt refles- 
ron” on how to develop the North Atlantx Treaty 

(Organisation [passage omiticd] 

The French defense minisicr announced aficr Monday s+ 
talks that Pars and Washington had decided to hold 
“es stematac comsultations” over the Sovect armed threat. 

and on the non-proiifcration of mucicar and medium- 

range halirsin wcapons 

Both sides also agreed to set up a pornt working group to 
boost arms cooperation “whech rs not as devcloped as i 

could be.” Mr. Jowe sand 

Mr Cheney was concluding hes Paris visit by holdeng 
talks with French Presdent Francon Mitterrand. «ho 
ordered French troops to fight alongside LS. forces mm 
the Gulf war 

Following hes 45-minute talks with Mr Mitterrand. the 
US official stressed that Washington's relationship with 
Parts was “as close now than ot has been any tome on the 
last 40 of SO years” 

“& very successful collaboratron om the campaign of the 
Gulf, US. and French forces fighteng side Dy side to 
defeat (Iraqis Presedent) Saddam Husayn. reemphasizes 
once again the uemportance of the relationship betece ) 
our two natrons.” Mr. Cheney sand om a statement 

Prime Minister Cresson Makes Policy Statement 

PUOSOSOR S91 Pars LE UVONDE on Front 

MM May 91 pp 10-12 

[Full teat” of French Prome Moenester Edith ( resson's 
general policy statement to the National Awembly on >> 
May} 

[Text] The followeng 1s the full teat of the general policy 
statement made by the prime menester in the Natronal 

Assembly on the afternoon of Wednesday. >) May 
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The government ahach the pressdent of the Republa has 

asik.cd me to icad has onc mam aim. to ensure that France 
succeeds mm the Europe of 1993 and m the world mm the 
vear AD 

1 do mot thenk there 6 a more cxvhilarateng task for all 

French peopic. I say “all French people”. wndeed. there 

are tow tomes om hestory when a major cvent has con- 

cerned all French poopie m ths way 

To be ready for thr datc. | know that we need strong 
social Cohewon to combat mequality and cxchusson. and 

primarily to combat uncmployment 

The devclopment of employment 1s our common fight. A 

modern. peaceful, cohesive. and strong France well be on 
the forefrom of European burlding and will partecipatc 
with Europe mm world stability. It 1s together that we must 

prepare for these decisive deadlines, 1 1s together that wc 

must adapt and strengthen our cconomy 

The coonomn situation 1s difficult. The change om the 
world situation. the effects of which were highlighted by 
the Crulf war, 1s leading to a marked slowing of growth 
and therefore lumets our capacity to create jobs 

We know that the French economy 1s creating fewer pols 
than its mam partners with equal growth Fortunatcly. 
thes trend seems to have been remedied over the pas 

three vears. But. f unemployment 1s to be reduced. we 
must create at least 300.000 jobs cach year, and thers is 
impossible if the slowdown im activity continucs 

In additron. the structural weaknesses are dlustrated by 

an umbalance on our mdustnal trade. The redistribution 
of wealth vs clearly more difficult when a mayor propor- 

thon of our growth gocs to paying our foreign deficit 

(hur population growth. which fortunately ms more 
dynamoc than that of other European countries. means 
that France 1s facing a persistent unemployment 
problem which 1s a major waste of economic resources 

Its promarily a social and human wasic: Unemployment 

largely cxplains the ills of our society 

It +s the mann cause of equality. It 1s the root of the poor 
liveng standard of many of our fellow citizens even though 
our soceety generally prosperous: the capressions of 
anger 1m our suburbs and racism are the result of 1 

We can be proud of an economic balance hasled by our 

partners as the frurt of a virtuous policy. These successes 
are a strong fran. control of inflation, stringent publi 
spending controls, and a stabilization of compulsory 
contnbutrons 

These achrevements are our advantages. | intend to 
consolidate them Without them, nothing significant can 
be burlt on a lasteng basis. Great vigilance 1s necessary to 
combat the ever present threat of increased inflation. 
and the control of public firances 1s all the more neces- 
sary because fiscal revenue is falling 
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Yet wc all feel that what the frmanceal communety hasls as 
virtue must be combuned eath emagmation. dynaamcsm 

and the dewre to aliam our two mam objectives 
sirengihening our production apparatus and sircngth- 

ching our socsal cohcwon. Beong virtuous, sence thal 
the word used. docs not prevent us from being bold. We 
will busld a strong France on the bass of a strong franc 

Thes 1s the proticm, thes os oy plan: to usc all our room 

lo mancuscr to mmprove the employment satuation. and 

to use ot fully because. as the preswdent of the Republa 

reaffirmed: “We will shortly have no other protection 

than our talent. our creative abulety. and our dctcrmina- 

thon. There rs mo tome to lose on further strengthening our 
coonoms and devcloping our mndusines to the grcatcs 
possible catent while safeguarding our financial bal- 
ance.” The analvecs of postindusinal socecty do not 

change thes reality: The mecrease mm employment m the 

service indusines must be backed by an cfficeent mindus- 
tnal sector organized with productive staff and gencr- 
ating sufficrent added saluc om our country 

The American murage of the creation of jobs for sem- 
shilled workers on a large scale 1s beginning to tade and 
once again rarscs our real probierns—those of a compet- 

itive mndusir, whech will create pots 

Of course. our mndustiry 1s the fourth biggest in the world 

Of course, France was the therd biggest foreign mmvestor 
and the leading foreign investor mm the United States mm 

1990 Some of our enterprises are the best on the world om 

ther sectors and we have many arcas of crcelience 

Industry has shown ncw-found dynamism. as 1s demon- 

strated by the mcrease m the caxport of some of our 

indusinal products. the remarkable investment cflort by 

our industnes. and especially our small and medium- 

sized enterprises, and the thorough modernization of our 

production apparatus which must be speeded up 

We are determined to take actron. I say thes at the risk of 
raising a smile among those who. critecizsng such volun- 

tarism, promarily show that they are abandoning the 

ambition which we must all have for France and for 
Europe 

Doubling the Number of t agineers 

We are organizing for action. Thes 1s the reason for the 
creation of a large ministry responsible principally for 

the cconomy. finance. industry. and foreign trade. Thes 
new structure, combining industrial and financial cxper- 
tise, should mecrease the cfficrency of our public sector 

The arm 1s for industry and foreign trade to promote the 
onentation of public finance toward industry. and a 

better mobilization of the resources of our big financial 
baddies on the same direction 

In other cowntrees bhhe Germany. the United States, or 

Italy. we see how the resources of banks and other 

financial imstituthons are encouraged to be directed 
toward the devclopment of production 
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In addition. the mechannm for cmoouraging wings 
must te channcied mm the same direction e:thoul of 

course casting dou on methads of funding low ~<ow 
puttin houwng 

Thes package of measures must of course benefit the 

small and medium-szed cnicnpriscs | ashcd the menrsicr 
of the coonoms and finance’, to quckls present me wath 

prow mom. drawn up in conunction with the profteweorms 

concerned. to gradually reduce the payment perudds 

among cntcrprscs. On thes poont. 1 themk of os tome that 

our small and medwm-ured enterprises ecre on an 
equal footeng with those on other European countnes It 
thes result » ottamned by agreement among the \arows 
wdes, 1 will ecloome a. of not. there well be a need for 

begrslation 

Innovation plays a decisive role om a COwNMtT) + Compety- 

trveness. It presupposes contenurty. from havc rescarch 
to technology and the product. The ambutrons which a 
cowntry bhe France may cheresh mean that ec mew 
support not only sventists mvolved om the ultematc 

exploration of maticr and life. Dut also technicians 
capablc of manufacturing and scilong the most complcs 
systerms, be a on the clectromes mndustry of m the space 
sphere or even m more tradstronal sectors Human 

resources arc Our mam wcalth | well strive to adapt 

imstsal and further trang to the needs of individuals. 
and to adapt tramung to the country’s real needs 

The arm of doubling the number of engrnecrs betwecen 
1990 and 1993 wall be mammtamned. thes 1s 2 pledge | well 
make on the government's behalf 

National and Regronal ( onsultatron 

The state must not and cannot do everything. however. I 
will launch consultation among the publx authorities 
and the enterprises at the natronal level and mm the 
regroms. In the next few days, | well envete the prefects to 
launch thes cooperation | am makong thrs proposal to all 

those who want to make France sacoesstul 

| would lhe to pay tribute, mm pawseng. to the mitative 
taken by a mayor employers federatron to popularize the 

importance and relevance of mndustrial msucs 

| well pursue the policy of strengthening the coonomy 
while respecting the valucs to whech we attach impor. 
tance 

These valucs are primarily respect for the mdi dual 
autonomy. and the devclopment of mdividuals and 
equality of opportunity. paying partecular attention to 

the most fragile and vulneratic people The wx.al plan 
whech | intend to promote provides structure and sup 

port for my coonomac objectives. The dynamum of our 

enterprises must contribute to an ambetrows sxcial plan 

The development of technology calls for and permits 
more autonomous and shilled work more mnitiatives and 
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responswivietecs. But thes 6 not automata. 25 6 domon- 

strated. for mmstance. by the bagh lieve! of modustral 
acosdents. and the porwstance of lemetcd and monoto- 

mows Lavs 

That os why | am makong changes mm workeng practucs 2 
preorits of may poly Changeng workirg practices means 
mahong better use of the staffs capemence. know-how 
and capacity for mnovaton. The icads to morcanwd 
compctitss cness for the cnterprics and hence ultematcty 
more jobs. For the cmplovecs ff mcams a more scourc pod 
a more she'cd and hence beticr pad poh. and prospects 

for profewamal advancement 

Changing workeng practice = 2 powcriul «ay of com- 

hateng uncmployment If donc wcll. ot hemets the risks of 

excluwon ht makes more qualifixcateom avaslatic to 

c™miplovecs and these are now sound guarantces again 

uncmphn ment 

Im oy voce. thes change rests eeth enterpree chects, 
cadres. and all emplovecs and thew representatives 
Partnxrpation by employees, the comseltatron of 

employee representatives at the carhest powtle stage 

and indusinal negotiations arc the bases of coflectiv¢ and 
mdi dual progress 

The state itself cammot be indifferent to thes otyective ft 

must show ots dewre to play a full part by sctieng the 

example as emplover as it did with the reform of the post 

and tclecommuncatuns wmdusiry In omy vice. oo 

ob sows that the plan for the “madermzation of publn 

serve” part of the same otyectrve. | well purse of 

vigorously | well ensure that all the pledges prev ously 

made which affect more than 80) percent of creel serv ands 

are “Tupulously respected 

As soon as | can I well have a moeteng, together with the 
labor minister with the profewsonal and trade union 
otgamzations to listen to thew seewpounts and thee 

proposals Make mo mistake collective megotiatioms 

among responsible partners the very has of thes 

country's industrnal relatroms 

Reconciling | comemy and t cology 

| want to reconcile the coonomy and coology. medustry 

and respect for the enveronment The notion of ens iron- 
ment must no longer be excluded from the production 
process, but be part of a | would the to develop the 

ems rronmmental yndustnes For France to lead the world 
mm clean wndustrees, for mstance water treatment. 1 ar 

entirely feasible obyective which | would be proud to 

hbeip achieve 

The question of the environment m vital The mayor 

global threats—greenhouse effect. crosman of the ozone 

laver. deforestatron—must be controfied as a matter of 

urges In our country water quality, the effective 

treatment of waste. the preservation of nature and the 

cowntrvede are vital preconditions for lasting dev clop- 

ment 
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The gues f the emsironment 1s also stratcgn 
because technological and commercial Competition 
thes sphere ‘ow applics Ww mdusir 

as to agracultwre and ser. wes 

amd lavas rern 2% Tita n 

(ur country has alread, launched am activ¢ om. sronmental 

pohcy | will persue a with the help of the ens ironment 
minisicr who rs now 2 full minisicr—the nat 

the environment which you cxamined <aght months ag 
will be omplemenied with determination 

na! plan tor 

The new ompetus to industry 1s accompanied by a ercat 
agraultural ambition 

My otyective for that sector clear, We want to mam 

Lamm 2 COMpPCtitive agrecullure mm Our COUNtTS enabling us 

10 Comsoldatic or even mcrease our share of the Commu- 
nity and world markets. In thes respect. France will show 
the greatest determination during negotiations within 
GATT: Agrculture ss a full part of owr coonomu devel 
opment. and is role m the organization of the rural 
world will be fully recognized 

Promoting a t european Industrial Policy 

( course our ambutions are not confined to France thes 
eviend to Europe. too 

The vear 1993 «= a crucial mulestone m t uropean 
hurhding 

France needs European burlding in order to adhere to the 
values that determine its character. rts subtame. its 

nature. It has mtroduced some great wicas that now 
constitute Europe's axes and determuene its influctec 
The formulation of cconomx and monctary umon and 
politrcal umon rs taking place largely under its impulse 
Sometimes—*rongly im my vicw—national ieching rs 
set agarnst the European will, In fact « ms because we 
want Europe that France must devote the utmost + igor 
to its Purlkdeng and must therefore be strong We con 
tribute to European burlding a conssction based on our 
history. our culture, and our days of glory and mistor 
tunes We contribute the best of oursety es to the burhding 
of 2 comments that must anced the huge Ciper tations of 

the Thord World and the empatient hopes of the Eastern 
The latter hope—legitemately —that Europ. 

will return to its hestory and is geography, as the 
pressdent has sand. Its hestery has offen heen Mouds. its 

poography changing The EEC will be the anchor pom! 

tor the Europe of the future 

Cowntrees 

('ne of my Major prooritics will h: to promote a Euro 
pean mdustnial polny with the Community and with 

European industrialists, with whom | have marntamned 
comsiant relations for years Indeed. Europe cannot tx 
only a great market Europeans cannot depend on th 
outwede world for ceria pmoaducts ewential to the 
tev Pnotogen al future or ther defense 

\ leap forward 1s ewential to ensure a Common future in 

such key fields as automotules and clectromecs There is 
some ergency The divesons have carsted for too hong 
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There must ike Oomman 
o~mneon protficrm ict us tke hold and 

and sarees 6 esther rcach 

tm asl oo HTS 

occ ‘<< 

a was 40 veers ago that Euron’s toumding tathcrs 

created a European ( ommunns of coal and siccl noe 
“hal &c med Ha num CoOmmunds of clectronncs |! 

ts sok Phe adopteng an imrtiative om thes derectson 

™rengthenmng Social ( ohbeweon 

1’ the domesin fromt my amivien « to mamiamn and 
Strengthen «xual cohcwon The « 2 precendmton of 
Jemaxracys and development its roots be om the very 
depths of our hesters. bul a can be weakened ay ans 

teme. Here again ms preortics are clear 

Forst. of course. | emtend to find wavs of maintaining the 
hegh level of sacual protection ehach cwervone wants | 
am aware of the difficulties. Some of them are short-term 
and are duc to lower growth ratcs and to sometemes 
uncontroticd trends om capendsure As for health msur 
ance. the Ocul moecteng of the social scowrsty accounts 

commsson will cnabic me to adopt the decrsons that 
have hooome meoewsary 

With regard to pensonms—on which the French pooplc 
are pusthy semeitisc—the whote pam?’ provedes a pound 

hasis for debberation and discussion There can acver be 
any gucstion of demagogically sacrificing the future for a 
short-term benefit, We well advance om stage . taking 
tome tor dialogue. bu. erthout delays Discusssoms weil 

center chectly on the evetem as a whole For thee part 

SPecial Pemsons are Mot the same as ordinary pensons 
There rs mo gucstion of challenging thew specificity 

Thes 20mm mest not make us horget the need for specitin 

aXTron with regard to those most at rsh—and the. not 
only om an cflort of soldarty and aserntance. bul also 
with the aem of helpeng them to gct back on thew feet 
grantong them real equality of opportunity Thes policy rs 
ceecntiial. om my vecw 

| will devote special attention to the urban ens ronment 

where “5 percent of French people live. 1 well continue 

the struggle begun agarmst segregation im housing. and 
thes well be the key aor of the law on crtees whech will be 

presented te vou m a few dave tome and to whoech | 

attach the greatest empertance. | will complete the ren 

ovation program undertaken at the pressdent’s regucst 
Vi a tome when « ms popular to wecloome the nee of 

imdivdualrwmn and the attrtude of cach man for himsctt 
Imost hesitate to pont owt that in devclopeng cobles 

ve tactietees. and especially public transport, we well 
factiitate the integration of the diwadvantaged Thess the 

truth however 

1 will comtenuc and wep up activites to fend pots for 

young poogvc and |. gal smrngrants 
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I also intend culture to be at the heart of our action to 
combat segregation. This struggie entails support. cre- 

alivilty. encouraging the diversity of modes of cxpres- 
sion. Young people. who do not confuse culture with 
consumer goods. are the :deal actors in this modern 

culture 

National Education: an L aprecedenied Effort 

The first purpose of education 1s of course to provide 
basic traming. It must enable everyone. within their 
diversity. to adapt to the evolution of jobs and tech- 

niques and to make the most of their abilities. It 1s a 

social challenge in terms of the developmeni of the 
individual 

This depends on a reform of high school teaching. which 
will be the subject of carly decrsions and which will be 
implemented at the start of the 1992 school year. It will 
ensure systematic assistance for the personal work of 

each student, the time and the means for progressive 
guidance. the definition of clear lines of progression. the 
multiplication of paths and channels, and the explorta- 

tion of technical and professional training 

With these same concerns, | want to encourage at the 
college stage a real opening up to the business world, to 
crganize greater flexibility, with a reformed. enhanced. 
and extended apprenticeship system. to continue devel- 
oping professional qualifications and university techno- 

logical institutes and establishing university professional 
institutes. 

1 will undertake with the education mini ter an unprec- 

edented effort to inform and guide young people. All 

modern means of communication will be used. and 

everyone will be urged to take part 

This development of education depends primarily on 

teachers. Their profession—the finest in the world— 

must appear to them attractive and open 

The state's fundamental task of ensuring the French 
people's security must be entirely fulfilled in the move- 

ment toward a more harmonious and juster society 

True, there 1s a strong feeling of collective and individual 
uncertainty. Truc. an unrest punctuated by sharp and 
distressing crises does affect some groups and. unless 
constantly watched, would threaten to destroy the fabric 

of society 

We also need to wage further struggics against a highly 
criminal and organized international delinquency. in the 

form of terrorism, drugs. or the laundering of moncy 
obtained by criminal actions 

These expectations of security logically determine our 
objectives: the defense of the nation’s fundamental inter- 

ests, the struggle against drugs. the control of flows of 
migration, and close policing. These actions, supported 
by consistent resources, will feature in a domestic secu- 

rity bill which will be submitted to you soon 
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My determination will also be reflected in the responses 
made ‘o the expectations of the various police. gen- 

darme. and customs services in a number of fields—the 
training effort, the pursuit of modernization, the clarifi- 
cation of fields of responsibility, and matters of status. 

We must extend the thorough transformation desired by 
the president and started in 1981: decentralization. 

It has given local communities great responsibilities which 
a new Statute governing elected representatives will make 
it possible to exercise even more efficiently. At the same 
tume, | will pursue the important trend of deconcentration 
of the state in order to make possible a public administra- 

thon More in touch with local conditions. 

European competition requires us to equip the France of 
local communities with more flexible powers of action 
and cooperation. | will work on this in the field, as I 
already began to do as a local elected representative. 

More Equality Before the Law 

With regard to Corsica, the government, in a spirit of 
dialogue. intends to encourage the rsland’s development 
which 1s only possible with respect for the law and the 
State's authority. 

Another of the state's essential missions 1s of course to 

guarantee cach citizen an independent, democratic, and 
modern legal system. 

The government has already proposed a reform of legal 
aid which will ensure great equality before the law by 
Strengthening guarantees of the magistrates indepen- 
dence and hence peace of mind. These bills have been 
confirmed and. like the examination of the new penal 
code, will follow their normal course in parliament. 

That 1s not enough though. The justice minister sub- 
mitted to me ambitious plans aimed at clarifying rela- 
tions between the executive and the courts, improving 

guarantees for individuals in our penal and civil proce- 

dures, and supporting the necessary effort for a renewed 
judicial organization. These are my proposals for the 
legal system. I wall implement them with the justice 

minister, who has my full confidence 

France has chosen Europe. It has chosen to assert its 
independence. | promise to pursuc this action. 

We are thus closely following and encouraging the US. 
effort to create the right comditions for dialogue between 
Israclis and Palestinians, and with the Arab countries. 
Anything which serves peace and dialogue is a good 
thing. But the impatience felt by the Palestinians and all 
peoples in the region means that the status quo cannot be 

tolerated for long. France will not compromise cither on 
Israel's security or on the Palestinian’ mght to a state. 

It 1s on the same spirit that France 1 defending Leba- 

non’s independence and sovereignty. The Al-Ta if agree- 
ments should enable them to be restored. 
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It 1s also in a spirit of peace and security for all that 

France has launched an examination and 1s cnvisaging 
an initiative. in close larson with the United States. to 

lamit arms sales and ensure the nonproliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction 

France intends to ensure that the law prevails tor peoples 

as for individuals, with the same determination 

throughout the world. It did so by warning the Security 

Council about Irag 

In Cambodia ws making the ctlorts of which evervbod\ 

iS aware to combat international mdifterence 

Reviewing our Defense Forces 

The move by many African countries toward democracy 

iS raising hope of renewal everywhere: In South Africa 

France 1s resolutely supporting change while scrupu- 
lousls respecting the independence of nations 

Similarly. France wants to devclop a new partnership 
between the countries of southern Europe and the 

Maghreb states 

There will be no viable democracy. no real peace. and no 

decisive solution to the cxrsting problems without devel- 
opment, however 

France will continue unfailingly to seck ways of estab 

lishing a fair price for raw materials which would enable 
every country to base its economic progress on strong 

and lasting foundations 

For those who have undertaken the task of improving 
their financial Situation, it will try to obtain the most 

secure conditions tor devclopment 

Development policy must increasingly become one of 

the strongest dimensions of Europe's tor vn policy. For 

young people it 1s a call to action which | am asking the 

cooperation minister to rapidly translate into practical 

form 

In the defense sphere we have to make choices which will 

guide our future for a gencration. The strong France 

which we want 1s a peaceful France 

The “main threat” 1s no longer what it was. The Warsaw 

Pact has disintegrated. This is leading us to profoundly 
rethink our defense plans 

Moreover, cach of us remembers the Gulf war, We must 
learn from it with regard to the necessary str 

of our defense forces and the review of our mMichipence 

sysiems 

ngthening 

How can we fail to notice that in many nerwhboring and 

allied countries major reductions are being made mm the 

organization of armed torces and the detense ettort 

To fund new prioritics we must therefore completely 

review our defense forces 
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Nuclear deterrence, the heart of our independence, must 

be maintained al an “adequate” level on w! the very 

concept of deterrence rests. In this spirit me has 

now come to consider the nature and number of strategic 

components for the future 

The cxamination will then focus on our conventional 

lorces—their missions and their organization. | sce two 

main missions. The first mission ts to youn our allies in 

resisting a major aggression in Europe: demonstrating 

our determination to halt i at any cost, if necessary by 

using our deterrent force 

Ihe second mission of our conventional forces 1s one of 

more limited interventions on various theaters. This ts 

the role of our rapid action force whose operational 

capabilities must be strengthened. The shape and form 
of our armed forces will emerge from these maim muis- 

sions. The examination rs under way. It 1s being carned 

out without preconceived ideas and without taboos. This 

should produce a stronger, more compact. better 

equipped, better staffed army 

The tuture of our arms industry 1s part of this thinking 

It os vital for our independence. Bul 1 cannot survive in 

autarchy and with the cternal assurance of having a 

protected market 

\ Brief Special Session 

Ladies and gentlemen, members of parhament. the 
change of government that has occurred during this 

parliamentary session has suspended your work for a few 
davs 

(ft course since mid-March a great deal has been done— 

and well done. But there 1s still much to do. We must 
therefore resume our cxamination of the legislative pro- 

gram without delay. Your mectings of parliamentary 

group chairmen have established, or will establish, the 

parhamentary timetable for the days ahead. | do not 

want to make a list now. We would like to single out 

some bills which, in my view, are of special importance 

Those which we have already started to examine include 
those on hospital reform and the territorial administra- 

tion of the Republic 

(hers are directly connected to the need tor European 

burlding. They are the reform of savings banks, provi- 
dent societies, and professional risk funds 

| have mentioned justice: Its modernization depends on 

that of the laws governing ut. The long-term task of 
rctorming our penal code must be continucd, with thor- 

ough cooperation between the Assembly and the Senate 

| have mentioned the pressing need for a policy of 

integration. The urban orientation bill scems so essential 

io me that the government will declare ut a matter of 

urgency. | would like this assembly to be able to pass i 

even if it means a bref special session in July 
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By asserting this urgency. | do not of course want to limit 
parliament's work or the time needed for proper consul- 
tations. But | do know that these have been going on for 
some time. 

Soon you will be considering a bill to provide French 

people with guarantees with regard to the interception of 
telephone calls. 

These are the broad outlines of parliament's work afier I 

have presented the government's priorities with regard 
to employment and production development. 

Beyond this short-term program. there 15 much work to 

be done. We have almost two years in which to succeed. 

So let us not waste time. The country expects from us 

responsibility, determination, and action. It 1s up to us to 

create the conditions for success. But let us not expect 

everything from the state. We are individually and 
collectively responsible for our success or failure 

This being so. I believe that we must not lose ourselves in 
disputes that benefit nobody—and certainly not any of 
the political groups represented in this house 

The policy that | am proposing to you ts that of econonmuc 

and social progress. It depends on all our country’s 

forces. My method will be that of consultation and 

dialogue with everyone. without preconceptions. My 
past action proves this, if necessary 

Attentive to National Representatives 

Ladies and gentlemen. members of parliament, | will 
seck with you the largest majorities, without anyone 

having to relinquish their true nature. | demand that 
each minister be constantly attentive to national repre- 
sentatives 

While urging the French people to make an extended 
effort, of course I expect the government to take a full 
part in this demanding undertaking 

I personally will pertorm certain tasks which | consider 

essential to the success of our action. Thus | will be 

directly responsible for planning. Half-way through the 
10th plan | am keen to assert my adherence to French- 

style planning. which 1s at the same time a collective 

looking forward and planning for the future and a field of 
consultation between the public authorities, sociroeco- 

nomic groups, and experts in order to define a national 

Strategy 

1 pursued such an approach at the European Affairs 

Ministry with study and mobilization groups that 

included people from all professional and political fields. 
Through this system we achieved mayor successes during 
France's EC presidency in 1989 

Anonymous Heroes 

Ladies and gentlemen. members of parliament, we are 
the people's elected representatives, by presenting our- 
selves to the voters, we have chosen to fight for our ideas. 
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We represent ihe French people here—the people you do 

not see on television: people who are not in the forefront. 
the people who invent. produce, and fight for France's 

prosperity. So let their message always be heard. 

Have you never felt, as | have, al an opening or a local 

ceremony. how gratcful the people who have invited us 
to cul the nbbon are to us for having given them a hand” 
Those people whom we would like to congratulate indi- 

vidually are the anonymous heroes of a struggle which 
France 1s waging. Let us nol waste our opportunities: let 
uS NOL waste time 

The task facing our country 1s Commensurate with is 

history. this 1s a crucial time 

We have the opportunity to conduct large-scale debates 

and intelligent consultations on ways of winning the 
battle. 

Nobody can hope for anything other than France's 
victory. 

1 am confident, because | know that we share the same 
determination. The determination to see France—which 
has given the world so much. which has so well 
embodied the hope of the oppressed. and which has 

inspired so many lofty actlons—continue to make its 

indispensable voice heard. 

We have ahead of us two years which could be decisive 

Let us talk to each other, listen to each other, understand 
each other. And let us have no objective other than to 
strengthen our country, to build Europe: and to con- 
tribute to the world our spirit of progress. our ancient 

experience, and our ever alert gencrosity. 

PCF Pledges Not To Prejudge Cresson Government 

PAI2805 102091 Paris LE MONDE in French 

22 May 91 p 10 

{Alain Rollat article: “PCF Gives Mrs. Cresson the 
Benefit of the Doubt’} 

[Text] The Communist Party [PCF] leadership has 
decided not to appear to be “the bad guy” in respect of 
Mrs. Edith Cresson, as L'HU MANITE’s lead writer put 

it on Tuesday, 21 May. It wants to give Mrs. Cresson the 
benefit of the doubt, though there 1s nothing to indicate 
that the new government is to break with the policies 
pursued by Michel Rocard, which 1 used to describe as 

worse than useless. 

Summing up his party's position, Alain Bocquet, Com- 

munist deputy for Nord Department and Politburo 

member, declared last weekend at Evreux during the 
Eure communist federation’s annual festival: “If they 
had wished to pursue a true policy of the left. they would 

not have deprived themselves of the communists’ con- 
tribution and they would not have continued to coop- 
crate with the nght.... On the whole, they have kept the 
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same peopic. and 1 seems that thers would be in order to 

continue the same policy. The fact that thes are already 

explaining to us that 1 will be necessary to make further 

sacrifices for the sake of Europe 1993 1s tantamount to 

pretending ignorance of the tact thal « was im the name 

of the same European challenge that French indusin was 

destroyed. that the status of the EDF [French Electric 
Company]. the PPT [Post. Telegraph. and Telephone 

Companys]. and the SNCF [French Natrona! Raslroad 
Companys | 1s under threat. and that our country has been 

weakened. This can only create confusion and fucl 

serous anxieties... If Francors Mitterrand and Edith 

(Cresson had so wished. 1 would have been possibic 
withoul resorting to clections. to rely on a stable majority 

which can exrst mn the National Assembls at any time 

It must be acknowledged that this 1 not the Socialist 

Party's wish... We will assess the new government's 

policy on the basis of its decisions and ms actions. We 

will support everything that moves in the mght direction 

and combat cversthing that goes against publi and 
national interests — 

These remarks fall exactly in line wath those of PCT 
Secretary General Grcorges Marchars. who set the tone 

last Friday by saying: “We would have been prepared to 
have Communist ministers in Mrs. Cresson’s govern- 

ment. provided. of course. that she distances herself 

trom the nght and commits our country to a new policy 

of social justice. progress. and national independence 

1 am not in favor of voting for a censure motion even 
before the government has begun to put tts policy into 

practice... | do not thenk that 1 1s on the left's interest to 

have a parhamentary clection now ~ 

So much for appearances. In tact. no one on esther the 

socialist or the communrst side has recentl, made any 
real effort to restore the alliance which broke up im 1984 

Survival Instinct 

Mrs. Cresson affected a show of surprise at having 

received “no sign at all” from the PCF. In tact. she had 
no intention whatever of venturing onto that course at 

the time when she was appointed to prepare for a single 

European market. the very prospect of which produces 
an aulomatic reyection response trom the C ommunists 

Marchais pretended to be surprised that Mrs. Cresson 
could say such a thing even though he had personally 

brought her. on the Thursday after her nomination, the 
text of the declaration mn which he held out a hand to her 

In fact, the PCF secretary gencral, too, was only secking 
10 allay suspicions 

It should not be concluded from this that the Communist 

Party leadership has definitively abandoned the idea of 
governing alongside the Socialists. On the contrary. its 

entire strategy consists of applying pressure to the latter 

oO Irv to create conditions tor a policy change which 

would justify its return to the maporits 

For the time being. i 1s a priority for Marchars and his 
friends to remain involved as long as possible in the 

political interplay. that 1s. to prevent the marginalization 
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10 which their electoral results seem to condemn them 

and to do this with the how profile that befits a party 
which 1s desperately trying to substantiate the claim that 

ut has undergone a profound change since mts 27th 

congress 

Last April Andre Lajyoinie. chairman of the C ommunrst 
group in the National Assembly. ads ised al! the militant 

“orthodox” clements to show understanding toward al! 

anti-cstablishment Communists: “We must.” he sand 

“guard against ans kind of sectarian attntude ~ Today the 
parts leadership draws ts inspiration trom his own 

mstruction because thes no lonecr have any other was 

sustain their hope of survival 

Ter-Petrosyan on Support for Armenian Independence 

1 2405144091 Parts AFP in English 1347 GMI 
24 Vay ¥i 

[Text] Parts. May 24 (AF P}—France supports Armenia's 

drive tor independence trom the Sovict l neon and has 
pledged not to close its eves to tuture Sovict Army 

attacks on the Armenian people. Armeman President 

Levon Ter-Petrosvan sand here Friday [24 May] 

Mr. Petrosvan whose official title 1s chaimman of Arme- 
mas Supreme Sovict. or parliament. spoke at a press 

conterence after talks with French President Francors 

Mitterrand and Foreign Minister Roland Dumas He 

sand the two had assured him that France would back the 
process for Armeman independence “as long as tt com- 

plies with the provisions of the Soveict constitution 

Armeman leaders had “no immtentoon or reason to icave 

the legal path” to independence unicss Moscow open! 

attacked Armenia. Mr. Petrosvan sand 

French leaders “will not close their eves to (renewed) 

violence” against the Armenian population. Mr 

Petrosvan said 

Ethnic Armenian groups in France had critwized Mr 
Mitterrand for cxpressing support for Sovict President 
Mikhail Gorbachey during a recent visit to Moscow 

while Soviet troops were cracking down on Armenians in 

the Nagorno-Karabakh region. a Christian Armeman 
enclave in predominant! Mosiem Azerbanan 

Mr. Petrosyan said he understood that Westerners were 

unwilling to interfere with coviet home attairs and tell 

under an obligation to Mr. Grorbaches tor hrs contribu- 
tion to changes in Eastern Europe. But he warned that 
human rnghts violations were not an issuc of domestn 

polices 

Mr. Petrosvan sored skepticism about Mr. Crorbaches 's 
future, saving he “can no longer play the constructiv« 

role that evervone expected Aficr si\ years in power 

he ws responsible tor political instability. coonomn 

anarchy. and a terrible drop in the standard of living . he 

sand 
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SFRY's Markovic Urges Investment, Cooperation 

LD2405 155491 Belerade TANIUG Domestic Service 
in Serbo-Croatian 1209 GMT 24 May ¥1 

[Excerpt] Paris, 24 May (TANJUG)—“Affer enghi 
months of a blockade. some of the basic functions of the 

System are Starting to operate again.” Ante Markovic 

said today to the National Council of French Employers 
which gathers leading domestic companies 

A mecting with their managers began on the second day 

of the Federal Executive Council [FEC] president's offi- 
cial visit to France. which aims to encourage further 
cconomic cooperation which has entered “a phase of 

unceriainty” over the outcome of the present overall 

Yugoslav crisis. He explained the latest economic and 

political events in Yugoslavia, as well as the govern- 
meni's new moves 

Ante Markovic introduced a degree of optimism while 
talking in front of more than 100 representatives of the 

French economy. Among other things. as the latest news 
he told them that an agreement has been reached with 
the republics “on the abolition or suspension of all the 

regulations which were blocking a single market.” He 
informed them that a single payments and foreign cur- 
rency Sysiem 1s Starting to function, as well as a foreign 

currency market and that very soon the banks will start 

to recover. “I do not claim that we have solved all the 

problems.” warned the FEC president. “but 1 looks as 
though we will re-establish macrocconomuic policy.” It 1s 

a question of a process, he added. and stressed that 

attempts above all to increase industrial production are 
now imminent 

Ante Markovic assessed as encouraging “the fact that the 

wait-and-see tactic,” which the West has been practicing 

so far. “1s being abandoned.” We are glad that the 
European Community was the first to abandon the 

“wart-and-see” attitude, FEC President Ante Markovic 
stressed, and he said. “Negotiations on EC affiliate 
membership will open in few months.” Jacques Delors 

and Jacques Santer. two EC officials with authority on 

this. are coming to Belgrade. Ante Markovic sand. adding 
that negotiations with the IMF and the World Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development will start soon 

The FEC president did not try to hide the depth of the 
current crisis in the country, dwelling on its causes in 

particular. He also noted that he was not suprised that 
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his program met with resistance and he warned about 
this at the beginning of the stabilization drive. He 
recalled that he hinted that would take five years for 
the country to emerge out of the crisis. and that, as a 
result of the several-months long blockade. 1 will take 
even longer. He assessed that unlike those “who oppose 
the new and favor the old system.” the majority of 
cituzens and working organizations are for the reforms, 
democratization, and the introduction of political and 
economic pluralism. 

Markovic hinted today that a fresh framework agree- 
ment will be signed with France, stressing that his talks 
“with key French politicians went beyond his expecta- 

tions.” “We have received support for democratization. 
reforms. and a single Yugoslavia.” he added, dwelling on 
the future agreement as a concrete form of the support 
received. According to Markovic, the new agreement will 
encompass all three important areas: the transfer of 
French technolog.cal know how to Yugoslavia, joint 
investments, and the creation of conditions for a more 
intensive import drive for French equipment and tech- 
nology aimed at modernizing the Yugoslav economy. He 
also hinted that a yount banks and banking consortia will 
be set up 

Today Markovic spoke to French businesmen about 

media influence on mutual cooperation, saying. “We 
ourselves are warning foreigners not to get out their 

checkbooks yet.” He denied reports that Yugoslavia 1s 
divided into zones where adherents and opponents to 

private property live. saying. “In all republics certain 

circles are urging state socialism.” “Precisely for this 
reason | call on you to invest more in Yugoslavia. 
because mn this way you will help us im two ways. 
materially and in transforming property relations. The 
government has already stood on the side of privatiza- 
tron.” Markovic stressed 

Answering questions, Markovic vored a conviction 
about good prospects for business agreements with Das- 
sault. Renault, Tomphson. and other leading French 
companies in Yugoslavia. “We are expecting to see your 
(leo [new Renault car] in Yugoslavia.” Ante Markovic 
added, to which a Renault director gave a positive 
response. Markovic calmed those present with the claim 

that “Yugoslavia 1s servicing its debts on time.” He 
added, “This 1s the case too in the first four months of 
this vear. although Yugoslavia has not received a single 
dollar in aid.” [passage omitted] 
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Aircraft Sent To Evacuate Italians in Ethiopia 

AU 2505131991 Rome ANSA in Enelish 1205 GMT 

25 May 9! 

[Text] Rome, May 25 (ANSA}—An airbus of the Italian 
flagcarnier Alitalia set out from Rome airport at 0600 
GMT Saturday morning to evacuate Italian citizens from 
the Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa, official sources said. 

The evacuation operation gets into gear after a night of 
heavy fighting in the western and southern sectors of the 
Ethiopian capital, where rebel forces are strongest. 
According to Italian diplomatic and military sources in 
Addis Ababa, Friday night's shooting was probably a 
show of force by the rebels, who are secking to overthrow 
the administration which took over when former Presi- 
dent Mengistu Hasle-Mariam filed the country May 21. 

The Alitalia airbus, which can seat 250 pecole. is 
expected back in Rome at about 2100 GMT Saturday 
night. On board the craft were Rome Foreign Ministry 
Advisor Roberto Bettarini and a group of journalists. 

Croatian President Tudjman Arrives for Visit 

LD2405 160691 Belerade TANIUG in English 

1231 GMT 24 May 91 

[Text] Rome, May 24 (TANJUG}—President of the 
Republic of Croatia Dr. Franjo Tudyman arrived in 
Rome today for visits to Italy and the Vatican. In a brief 
talk with Yugoslav correspondents on arrival in Rome. 
Tudjman said he expected the “hosts will be familiarized 
better with the situation” in Yugoslavia and Croatia. 

As for a meeting in Zagreb between Italian Ambassador 
in Belgrade, Sergio Veneto, and member from Croatia in 
the Yugoslav State Presidency Stjepan Mesic, Tudjman 
said it meant “practically the Italian recognition” of 
Mesic as president of the Presidency of Yugoslavia. 

Right after arrival, Tudyman met with secretary of the 
Socialist Party of Italy Bettino Craxi. Today, according 
to his schedule, Tudyman might meet also with Secretary 
of the Christian Democratic Party Arnaldo Forlani. and 
tomorrow with Italian President Francesco Cossiga and 
Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti. The president of 
Croatia 1s to be received tomorrow im the Vatican by 
Pope John Paul If and the Vatican State Under- 
Secretary Angelo Sodano 

Holds News Conference 

LD2608001391 Belerade TANIUG in Enelish 
1735 GMT OS May 9 

[By Ilya Mimica] 

[Text] Rome, May 25 (TANJUG)}—President of Yugo- 
slavia’s Republic of Croatia Franjo Tudyman said here 

today that he was very satisfied with the talks he had 
with top Itahan politioans 
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Tudjman met yesterday with Secretary General of the 
Socialist Party Bettino Crax: and Christian Democratic 
Party leader Arnaldo Forlani, and today with Prime Min- 
ister Giulio Andreotti and President Francesco Cossiga. 

Ala press conference held at the Foreign Press Association 
Club in Rome, Tudjman quoted Prime Minister Andreott: 
as saying that “the European Community and the United 
States will resolutely oppose any solution implying the use 
of force..and against the will of the Croatian people.” 
According to Tudjman, this means that Italy and the 
European Community are prepared to accept the will of 
the Croatian people for independence and sovereignty 
expressed in a democratic way in a referendum in the 
interest of the Croatian and all other nations. 

Tudjman told Yugoslav reporters that Croatia still views 
a confederal alliance of sovereign states as “the first 
option which will be possible only if Serbian politicians 
accept at the cleventh hour 2 regular replacement at the 
head of the presidency and a concept of an alliance of 
sovercign states.” “If they do not accept this, a disasso- 
ciation 1s imminent.” the Croatian president added 

“Croatia views as acceptable a model similar to that of 

the European Community.” he explained. “The leader- 
ships of Slovenia and Croatia have agreed to jointly work 
towards the settlement of the Yugoslav crisis.” said 

Tudjman. “(The outcomes of) Slovenia's plebiscite and 
Croatia’s referendum bind the two republics to seck an 
agreement on the alliance by the end of June. or opt for 
disassociation.” 

After the Tudjman-Andreott: talks, the Croatian delega- 
tion issued a statement quoting the Itahan prime min- 
ister as saying that “if a solution to the crisis through the 

founding of an alliance of sovereign states 1s blocked too. 
Italy will work together with the European Community 
and the U'nited States towards secking a way for a 
peaceful disassociation.” 

The statement also says that a possibility should not be 
ruled out of a European conference on a lasting scttle- 
ment of the Yugoslav question, that 1s. the Serbian- 
Croatian question, where a solution should be sought to 

“meet the Serbian interests to a certain extent.” 

The officials accompanying Tudjman said that President 
Cossiga said during his talks with Turyman that “VY ugo- 
slavia cannot be built against the rghit of the Slovenes 
and the Croats.” 

Tudjman said that the question of the Itahan cthnic 

minority in Austria and Dalmatia had not arisen in his 
talks with the Itahan officials and that the Croatian 
constitution and authorities recognize all democratic 
and civil rights and freedoms of the Italian and all other 
ethnic minorities 
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Received by John Paul Il 

LD2605002391 Belgrade TANIUG in English 

1938 GMT 25 May 91 

[Text] Rome. May 25 (TANJUG}—Pope John Paul the 
Second this afternoon granted a private audience to 
Croatian President Franjo Tudjman. 

Director of the Holy See's press office Joaquin Navarro 
Walls said the meeting had taken place “at the insistence 
of Mr. Tudjman as the democratically elected president 
of the Republic of Croatia.” 

The pope usually receives representatives of the legal 
authorities when they so wish, and 1 would be wrong to 
ascribe political interpretations to the Holy Father. espe- 
cially on view of the current situation in Yugoslavia, the 
Vatican's press spokesman said. The Vatican's press 

office sand the meeting had lasted about ‘5 minutes. 

“The Holy Father has on several occasions recently sent 

ardent appeals to Yugoslavia’s civilian and religious 
authorities to work towards a just and peaceful co- 
exrstence of the peoples who live in that country, with 
the full observance of their mghts and cultural trad- 
tons.” Navarro Walls concluded. The Croatian presi- 

dent 1s also scheduled to meet with the Vatican's Pro- 
Secretary of State Angelo Sodano 

Hungarian Foreign Minister Jeszenszky Meets Press 

1 D2405 232891 Budapest MTI in Enelish 1855 GMT 
24 May 9/ 

[Teat] Vatican City, May 24 (MT1I}—"“The pope is 
studying the Hungarian language as part of his prepara- 

trons for hrs visit to Hungary. Our talks were concerned 
with the problems faced by the world today. The pontiff 

shows keen interest im the post-communist future of 

East- entral Europe and its eventual place in the new 

integrating Europe.” Foresygn Minister Geza Jeszenszky 
told Hungarian newsmen at the Hungarian Embassy in 
Rome after his visit to the Vatican. During a private 
audience. the foreign minister presented Pope John Paul 
Il with a letter from Arpad Goncz, president of the 

Republic of Hungary. cxpressing complete agreement 
with the pope's latest encyclical letter with regard to a 
market coonomy based on solidarity. Speaking about the 
pope's August visit to Hungary. Jeszenszky stated that 

the political changes in the country had essentially been 

completed. Whereas the long process of economic 
restructuring 1s already under way, the required changes 

in moral attitudes will take a little longer. “We expect a 
grcat deal of help im this respect from the visit of the 
pope. who represents a moral power in the world today. 

and whose guidance might vest the Hungarian peoplic 
with strength of conviction, not necessarily in terms of 
religion but with regard to enhancing the nation’s self- 
confidence and helping her overcome the prevailing 
mood of pessimism.” the foreign minister said. Geza 
Jeszenszky said that the sdca of a concordate between the 
Hungarian state and the Catholic Church had not come 
up during the talks. He said that the Vatican had 
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expressed its satisfaction over the law providing for the 
return of church property essential for the successful 
operation of the church, now before parliament and 
waiting to be adopted. According to the foreign minister, 
there 1s no need for a concordate as the present govern- 
ment and Iegisiature are granting the chruches an ade- 
quate degree of freedom and financial opportunity. The 
church may have important tasks in welfare care. 
schooling. the promotion of family life and moral edu- 
cation, areas from which the state has to partially with- 

draw in order to promote competition, said Geza Jeszen- 

szky. He added that he regarded his mecting with the 
pontiff as one of the most memorable events in his career 
as foreign minister, although he himself 1s not a Catholic. 

Concludes Visit 

LD2405233591 Budapest MT1 in English 1889 GMI 
24 May 9! 

[Text] Rome. May 24 (MT1}—Gevza Jeszenszky, Hun- 
garian minister of foreign affairs. icft Rome for the 
Republic of San Marino on Friday afternoon. As 
reported, Pope John Paul Il today granted a privaic 

audience to Geza Jeszenszky. While in San Marino, the 
foreign minister held talks with his counterpart. Gabriele 
Gatti. An agreement was signed on raising diplomatic 

ties to ambassadorial level. Relations so far have been 
maintained at the consul-gencra! Ievel The post of 
ambassador to San Marino will be assigned to the 
Hungarian ambassador to Rome. (in meeting the cap- 
tains-regent afterwards. Geza Jesvenszky stressed Hun- 
gary’s respect for the non-aligned policy of active neu- 
trality pursued by San Marino, and its increasing activity 

in mMiernationa! organizations. He expressed the coun- 

irv's readiness to improve relations at all levels 

including contacts in the economac and cultural spheres 

Dubcek Arrives in Trieste, Stresses Trade Ties 

LDJS08084491 Prague Ceskoslovenshy Rochlas 

Radio Network in Slowak 2100 GMT 24 May 9! 

[Text] Alexander Dubcck, chairman of the Czechoslovak 
parhament, arrived in Trieste by air today. During hes 
talks with local representatives he stressed the signifi- 
cance of economic relations between Crechoslovakia 

and Italy and the other countrnes of the Pentagonale He 
pointed out that i 1s necessary to develop relations in 
harmony with tres to the Sovict Union and Crermany 

which continue to be the main partners of the CSFR 

Among other points on the agenda was the international 
situation, as well as the crisis in Yugoslavia, relatrons 

between the East and the West, and the internal situation 
in Czechoslovakia, including problems linked to the 
switching from a planned economy to a market 
economy 

Alexander Dubock said that Trieste should become a 

port for central Europe 
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Angolan Cease-Fire Accord To Be Signed 31 May 

LD2805072391 Lishon RDP Commercial Radio 

Network in Portuguese 2100 GMT 27 May 9! 

[Text] Jonas Savimbi, National Union for the Total 
Independence of Angola [UNITA] leader. 1s expected in 
Lisbon on Thursday morning to attend the signing of the 
Angolan cease-fire agreement. due to take place on 
Friday at 1900 at Necessidades Palace. The agreement 1s 
to be signed by Jose Eduardo dos Santos. as head of the 
Angolan Government, and by Jonas Savimbi. as UNITA 
president. 

Pinheiro, Belgian Foreign Minister Discuss Angola 

LDI80505 2991 Lishon RDP Internacional 

in Portuguese 1930 GMT 27 May 91 

[Excerpts] The Portuguese foreign minister and his Bel- 
gian counterpart held a joint news conference in Lisbon 

today. They stated that Portugal and Brussels are com- 
mitted to bilateral cooperation in the development of 
post-civil war Angola. 

The Belgian foreign minister praised Portugal's med- 
ating role in the Angolan peace process and stressed the 
importance of both countries’ cooperation in the devel- 
opment of Angola's economy 

[Begin Belgian Foreign Minister recording. in French 
with superimposed Portuguese translation] On 31 May 
the Angolan cease-fire agreement will be signed. | want 
to praise my Portuguese counterpart and his government 

for their contribution. This is not just a friendly com- 

ment. We are interested in the situation, because Bel- 
gium feels a certain responsibility for the future of Zaire. 
Burund:, and Rwanda. our former colonics. Peace and 
the normalizatio.. of the situation in Angola can have 
extremely favorable economic consequences for a 
country like Zaire, particularly southern Zaire. which 1s 
extremely mch in mineral resources 

In concrete terms, we can say that the Bengucla railway. 
which links Chavo Province to Lobito, will soon be 
rehabilitated and working again. We have the means for 
activating the southern African economy [words indis- 
tinct] and other countries, including South Africa. We 

hope that peace and progress. and a true political solu- 

ton in South Africa. can be found, as we consider that 
this country, together with Angola and other countries. 
can become the driving force of this African region. This 
is essential for the greater prosperity and well-being of 

the population. [end recording] 

Portuguese Foreign Minister Joao de Deus Pinheiro 
stressed that. in addition to bilateral cooperation. Por- 

tugal and Belgium will be developing imitiatives in the 
EEC with a view to obtaining financial help for Angola in 
this difficult post-war period, and will also help with 

professional training 
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[Begin Deus Pinheiro recording] This 1s a decision to 

promote bilaterally. under the auspices of both govern- 
ments, a meeting between both state institutions and 
private groups with the greatest interests and traditions 

in investing in and trading with Africa, to identify 
projects in which we can jointly cooperate. in this 

particular case. with Angola. [passage omitted] 

We think that the EEC could and should have an 
important role in Angola's economic and social rehabil- 
tation. From the outset, a serious problem in Angola 1s 
that of the reintegration of soldiers. Once the war 1s over 
and a greatly reduced national army 1s formed they will 
have to learn new skills and will have to find jobs. This 
integration will therefore be difficult and costly. because 
the numbers involved could reach 150,000. In this 
context, i 1S important to obtain EEC financial and 
technical cooperation and professional training support. 

since this 1s a mammoth task. We consider that because 
this 1s an urgent matter, we could jointly propose, with 

Belgian support. EEC support on these matters. [end 
recording] 

The two ministers also discussed the Middle East peace 
process and stressed their similar opinions on the Isracl- 

Palestinian issues and the setting up of a peace confer- 

ence for the region 

PCP, UDP Join in ‘Unprecedented Alliance’ 

LD230823129! Lishon RDP Comercial Radio 

Network in Portuguese 2300 GUT 22 May 91 

[Text] There has been an unprecedented alliance within 
the Portuguese Left. The PCP [Portuguese Communist 
Party} and the UDP [Popular Democratic Union] signed 
an agreement within the CDU [United Democratic Coa- 
ition] framework mm which the parties maintain their 

own autonomy and do not lose their identity. in the 

words of the communist, Domingos Abrantes 

[Begin Abrantes recording] The agreements between the 
PCP and UDP guarantees the necessary autonomy and 
identity of cach of the parties within the framework of 

common action with a view to the success and clectoral 
reinforcement of the CDU. [end recording] 

Mano Tome [UDP leader] 1s the only UDP candidate 
who has his clectson guaranteed on the CDU electoral 
lists. In his view, the changes being cxapernenced in the 
Left justify the agreement with the communists 

[Begin Tome recording] With this agreement, ("the UDP 
will go to parhament). the UDP will increase its capacity 

to intervene, it will have more say, a vorce which 1s more 

audibic, and this will be favorable for the contributions 
the UDP may give. has given, and will give with even 

more responsibility. strength. and in better conditions so 
as to respond to the great [word indistinct] facing our 
country, our people. namely im the fight agaist the 

Cavaco Silva policies and the governmentalization of the 
State, against situations which concern citizens gencrally 
lend recording] 
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Provisional Election Analyzed, Results Revealed 

1 DI80S042991 Madnd RNE-1I Radio Network 
m Spanish 2200 GMT 27 May 91 

{Teat] The provisional results processed by the Internor 
Ministry are now 100-percent complete. One of the most 
significant facts 1s. without doubt, the mcrease im the 
abstention rate. The percentage of people voting was 
62.61 percent. 6 percent less than im the 1987 local 

elections. The abstention rate was therefore 37.39 per- 

cent. Inmaculada de la Cruz and Esperanza Martin 
report 

{Begin correspondents recoding] Regarding the muni- 
ipal clections. the Spanish Socialist Workers Party 

[PSOE] was the party receiving the most votes. with 

more than 7 millon votes received, although « lost 
66.000 votes. Because of the abstention rate and other 

factors. 1 mcreased its percentage of the vote, getting 

38.40 percent. However. 1 lost 300 councillors and more 

than S00 mayors 

The Popular Party [PP], with more than 4.7 millon 
Votes, won more than 600.000 voters. It also increased 

its Share of the vote by 5 percent, attaming 25.20 pecent. 

Even so. it lost more than 800 councillors and more than 
YIN) mavors 

L nied Lett [1L)] won more than 350,000 voters and 
improved its share of the vote by 2 percent, getting 8.46 

percent. Contrary to what happened to the parties men- 

thoned above. compared with the 1987 elections 1m won 
more than 300 councillors, although 1 loses mayors. 

The collapse of the Social and Democratic Center [CDS] 
in these clecthons rs seen im the loss of more than a 

millon votes and the fall in the share of the vote from 

¥67 percent to 3.87 percent. Following this result, the 
( DS loses more than 3.000 councillors and $31 mayors 

Regarding other political parties with localized spheres 
of activity, the date referring to the Bloue Nacronalista 

Cralego [BNG] could be significant. The BNG gamed 
more than 40.000 new voters and doubles the number of 
councillors. However, Hern Batasuna [HB] continues to 
lose votes, loseng 40.500 on all. It decreased us share of 
the vote and lost 17 mayors. There will only be an HB 
mayor im 20 towns 

Regarding the results in the 13 autonomous commun:- 

trees where clectrons were held. the outhne of the PSOE 

and the PP as the parties receiving most votes, mm that 
order, and with a clear predominance of the PSOE, 1s 
repeated. The formation of autonomous governments 1s 
clear on the four communities where the PSOE obtained 
an absolute majority —Valencia, Extremadura, Castilla- 

La Mancha, and Murcia. This 1s also clear where the PP 
also had an absolute majority—Castilla-Leon and the 

Balearic Islands. Pacts will have to be made im Aragon. 
Cantabria, La Reoja, Asturias, and the Canary Islands. 
where the PSOE only got a semple majority, and im 

Madnd and Navarre. Madnd could only have a PSOE 
government with IL) votes, because the PP won. In 

SPAIN u 

Navarre. Union of the Navarrese Peopic. which merged 
with the PP got a simple mayornty. [end recording} 

That 1s how things are regarding the official counting. 
These are the official provisional results. The definitive 
results wall not be ready until 6 June 

Election Results Viewed 

LD2I-US111891 Madnd RNE-I Radio Network 

in Spanish 0600 GMT 27 May 91 

[Excerpts] [Announcer] Let us begin by hearing the 
global results of the municipal ciections. [passage 
omitted] 

Anton Peiro reports 

[Pewo] The Spanish Socialrst Workers’ Party [PSOE] has 
won the municipal clections, beng the party which won 

the most votes, with practically 100.000 votes fewer than 
four years ago but with almost two percentage points 
more. The Popular Party remains in second place. short- 
ening the gap: it 1s up 600,000 votes and nearly five 
percentage points from 1987. Between the two big par- 
ties on the municipal map. there 1s a difference of almost 

2.5 millon votes in the PSOE’s favour. In third place 1s 
United Left. which replaces the Democratic and Social 

Center [CDS]. The coalition 1s 43,000 votes up. less than 
one pont im percentage terms. The great municipal 
defeat vs for the CDS which 1s almost 1.2 millon votes 
down, practically six percent im percentage terms. Con- 

vergence and Union's vote 1s almost unchanged. at 
around five per cent. The Basque Natronalsst Party 

[PNV] vote ss up 0.4 percent. The Andaluciansst Party 1s 
also up. 0.7 per cent in its case. Hern Batasuna [Basque 
coalition] 1s practically unchanged overall. Eusko Alkar- 
tasuna [Basque Solidarity] 1s down appreciably. 0.3 
percent less im percentage of votes. The Aragonese Party 
also remains at the same level. Finally. the regronalists of 
Vaiencian UU mion are up one pot on 1987. [passage 
omitted] 

[Announcer] The Basque country: Good morning Txus 
Iparraguirre. mn Vitoria 

{Iparraguirre}] Good morning. With moderate increases 
for the Basque Nationalist Party. Eusko Alkartasuna, 

and Alavese Unmon and small drops for the Socialist 

Party of Euskad:-PSOE, Hern Batasuna, Euskadiko Ezk- 

erra [Basque Left] and the Popular Party. the major 
parties of the Basque country have maintained similar 

levels of percentages of votes to the 1990 autonomous 

community clections. [passage omitted] 

[Announcer] Let us now find out the figures from 
Navarre. Good morning Jose Ramon Ganuza 

|Ganuza] Good morning. Union of the Navarrese People 
[UPN] obtained a majority yesterday, berg the hist 
which recerved most votes in the clections to the parha- 

ment of Navarre, With 99.88 of votes counted, the 
distribution of seats was consolidated thus: UPN wins 20 

of the SO seats at rssuc. the Socialest Party 19. Hern 
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Batasuna six. Eusko Alkartasuna three. and Unned Left 
iwo. UPN has one scat more than those won in 1987 by 

this party. Foral Democratec Union and Popular Alh- 

ance, with the percentage of its voters down slightly. The 
Socialrst Party's parliamentary representation 1s up by 

four seats. Herm Batasuna 1s down one scat. Eusko 
Alkartasuna also loses one scat, while Uniied Left 
appears in the parliament with two seats. The CDS. 
which had four deputies. disappears from the legrsiative 

chamber. as does Euskadiko Ezkerra. With these figures 
on the table. Union of the Navarrese Peopic. as the irst 
which obtained most votes, 1s shaping up because of the 
peculiar nature of the improvement of the Fucro as the 
candidacy with the best chances of obtamuing the pre- 
micrship of Navarre for the candidate who headed is 

Inst. Only the possibility of a pact bewteen the Sociairsts, 
United Left, and Eusko Alkartasuna, with the support or 
abstention of Hern Batasuna [HB] wouid prevent the 
legally automatic mechanism guaraniceing the govern- 

ment to the list with most votes if no other candidacy 
obtains more votcs im favor than against. That 1s to say. 
HB becomes the arbiter of the situation. and u has 
already said that 1 docs not imtend to give away for 
nothing cither its vote or ts abstention. On the other 
hand. the outgoing premier of the community. Socialist 
Gabnel Urralburu, sand during the campaign that lic 
would not negotiate with Hern Batasuna. All of thes 
creates a situation in which the most probable thing 1s 
that UPN wall obtain the government through the pro- 
cedure of the list which won most votes, thus profiting 
from its uniting with the Popular Party im Navarre on a 
single list of candidates to parhameni. 

{ Announcer] [Passage omitted] Valencian Community: 
Angel Martinez 

[Martinez] The Socialist Party will govern in the Valen- 
cian community for the next four years, having obtained 
an absolute majority in the autonomous community 

parliament. For its part. the center-right will govern in 
the city of Valencia if a possible pact between the 
Popular Party and Valencian Union comes off. [passage 
omitted] 

The Socsalist Party 1s the political force which received 
most votes in the city of Valencia, bul sts 14 councillors 

and United Lefi's two are less than the sum of the 
Popular Party's nine and Valencian Union's eight. [pas- 
sage omitted] 

[Announcer] We now go over to Andalucia. Good 
morning Txema Garcia, m Seville: 

[Garcia] Good morning. The Socialist Party maintains 
its absolute mayority in the cries of Malaga. Huciva. and 
Cadiz. The Andalucianist Party made considerable gains 
in Seville and now has nine councillors. It could win the 
post of mayor if tt reaches an agreement with the Popular 
Party, which has eight councillors. This would give the 
post of mayor to Andalucianist Alejandro Rojas Marcos 
rather than Luss Yanez, of the Socialists, who obtained 
12 councilors. In Cordoba, United Left has consolidated 
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a substanual mcrease and holds on to us ("simpic 

majority ). [passage omuticd] 

{ Announcer] During the nighi. the first politcal analyses 
and the assessments of results were beard. Al the parts 

headquarters. the leaders gave them first imicrpretations 

In the case of the Spanish Socialist Workers Party. the 

assessment of the clection night fcll to Alfonso Guerra, 
deputy secretary general of the Socialrst Party. Rosa 

Gonzales 

{Gonzalez} According to Alfonso Guerra. the PSOE has 
won the clecions and the rest have lost. Despite the 
results in the municipal governments of Seville, where 

the PSOE could lose the post of Mayor, and of Madrid. 
where the Popular Party's Alvarez del Manzano will be 

the next mayor. the PSOE deputy sccreiary ecnecral 

stressed that in both cites bes party's number of votes 

has msen and that u was the political force which 

received most votes mn the Andalucian capital 

[Begin Guerra recording] Look. there are 8.200 munici- 
palitees. It appears that Madnd and Seville have a very 

special interest because they are celebrating “92. In fact, 
Barcelona 1s also celebrating ut. and you have not men- 
tioned it. But. | do not belheve that whether or not they 
are celebrating or not changes much. Logically. if m 
Madrid there 1s a city Council whose mayor 1s a Conser- 
vative, as he was until a very few days ago, and um Seville 
there 1s a conservative mayor, which was not the case 

until a very few days ago. logically other partecs have 
profited. and. un interpretation, one only has to say that 
if others gain then some lose. | must say that if in Madnd 
the comservative party has clearly won, im Seville the 

Socials \y has clearly won. It may be that the joss of 
one Un eft councilor, if 1 goes to the other groups 
of the neh and these groups of the nght form a coalition, 
it could be thet the mayor may not be a Socialsst. [end 

recording] 

[Gonzalez] Guerre emphasized that the vast majority of 

the mayors of thes country will be Socialists and that in 
only a few cases will t be necessary to reach agreements 
to win municipal control. These agreements will be 
reached, logically according to Guerra, with progressive 
forces. This policy of pacts will also include the autono- 
mous communities. [passage omiticd] 

This afternoon, the PSOE’ Federal Executive © om- 
mittee will meet at its headquarters on Ferraz Sirect to 

analyze the results of these clections. [passage omitted] 

PSOE Maintains ‘Supremacy 

LD270S080491 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 0700 GMT 27 May 9! 

[Excerpt] The Socialist Party [PSOE] maimtaims tts 
supremacy on the Spanish political map after Sunday's 

municipal and autonomous community clections. A dif- 
ference of nearly 2.5 millon votes separatcs the Social- 
ists from the Popular Party [PP], which s up five 
percentage points on the 1987 municipal clections and 
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has an absolute majornts m Madnd. Despite being the 
force whach recerved the most votes. the PSOE could lose 

the post of mavor im Scvelle and Valencia of the PP 
reaches agreements with the Andaluncianist Party (PA) 

and Valencian U mon [1 Vj 

Whole om Barcelona the Socsalests well retamn the post of 

mayor by comung to an agreement with Inetsative for 

( atalona, on Madd the PP's Alvarez dcl Manzano wil! 

be the new mayor of the caprtal of Spam. In Valencia and 

Seville, possible PP pacts wath UV and the PA could 
“rest munscipal government from the Socsalests. The 

POE has an absolutc majority on 14 provincial capitals 

and in |” others 4 «the party whose esi rooenved mow 

votes. The PP wll be able to govern on its own om five 
provincial caprtals. whole «ft has a relative majority m 

another sia. U avted Left has become the therd municipal 

force. takeng the place of the Democratn and Social 
( enter (CDS). whech has host ncarly 1.2 millon votes 

practically disappearing trom the mennrpal sphere 

In regronal parhaments, the Socialests won om nine of the 
13 avtonomouws Communitics where there were chechons 

retamming then absolute majority mm four of them. In the 

community of Madnd. the Spannsh Socialest Workers 

Party will anced the votes of Unied Left to hold onto the 

regional government. The PP will govern om ( astilla- 
Leon. the Baleares. and Navarre 

The PSOE has won a clear vactory mm four autonomous 

communities m which of was already governing on its 

own. Castilla-La Mancha. Extremadura, Valancia, and 
Murcia. But, the majority of has won im other regions 
such as La Reoja, Asturias, Cantabria. the Canaries, and 
Aragon 1s not sufficrent to be able to form a government 
if they do not reach agreements with other parties. The 

PP came out on top mn the Madnd assembly. although 1 
has not achieved a sufficrent margin to form a one-party 
government. Added together, the votes of the Socralrsts 

and of lL nited Left, if there were an agreement, could 
wrest the premeership of the community from the 7°P 

The party led by Jose Maria Aznar has won absolute 
mayorties on Castila-Leon and the Balearics, and i 1s 
consolidated as the number two party on terms of votes 

In these clecthons. United Left has recenved strong 
hacking from the voters and the CDS, which collapsed 

and has lost the only regronal government ot had. im the 
Canary Islands. The collapse of the Democratn and 

Social Center om these clectrons has prompted the reseg- 

nation of the leader of the party. Adolfo Suarez [passage 
omitted] 

CDS President Resigns 
LDOOUSOLIVSI Madrid RNE-1 Radw Networs 

m Spanch 2238 GMT 6 May 9! 

[Text] We have a last menute tiem of news from the 
offices of the Social and Democrat: Center [CTS] 
Adolto Suarez [CDS president] 1s speaking and rs saying 
something important. Agustin Rodnguc7s reports 

SPAIN 3 

|Rodngucs| Adolfo Suarez has pust made a very empor- 

lant statement “We can bear bem sow and then wc will 

commen! 

{Suarez} general clecteoms. the CDS well end up being a 
determining political torce m our country’s hic 

|[Rodmgucs| The CDS presadent has saed that be takes 
respomsillity for the results and because of thou very 

negateve results, bocawse fs a party led by a pressdent. 
he submits hes rosgnatoon as parts pressdent. He states 
hes wesh to contenuc workeng m the party. because he 

feheovcs on the odeas and behevecs on the anced for a center 

party to allow sieas to work Now we can iesten to the 
CDS presedent [word endrstenct] 

[Suarez] When an clecteon result 1s so bad that «1s at the 
lowest capected levels. | thenk that ot ss the responssbelity 
of the party presadent. of a party Ieke the CDS. to resign. 
I sand thes to several colleagucs before thes news confter- 

ence began. I had been thinking of « throughout the 
clectron campaign. and | thought about a very carcfully 
yesterday and today. as well as about the different ideas 
that mught be put forward. So. for all the mestakes that 
the ( DS mught have made. and also tor the mabulity to 

persuade Spannh socecty of the emportance that . social, 

hberal. and progressive politcal force of the center has, 

I themk that | am the only person responsibic, or at least 
the one who bears the greatest responsibility. For thes 
sumple reason. 1am entorming vou that | have submitted 
my resgnatron All oy colleagues. from the lowhest 
party member to those who have responsibility m town 

councils. autotomeous communes, and m the party 
leadership. can count on me without doubt. | am gong to 
continue berg the charmman of the CDS parhamentary 

group om the Congress of Deputees. That ss all. Good 
evening 

lunisian President Arrives for Two-Day Visit 

LDS US 102991 Vadred RNL-1 Radw Network 

m Spannh 1000G,MT 2” Way 91 

[Text] The present of Tunma. Zome El Abvdine Ben 
Al. «8 duc to arrive on Madnd on a few menutes’ tome for 
a twoalay official veset to Spann. Let os find out whether 
the Tunman presdent has arrived om our country yet or 

not Croad morneng. Hector Arenas at Barajas airport 

| Arenas] Grood morneng. The presdent of Tuna, Zine 

Ren Ah. has post arrived here at the state pavilon at 

Barajas Arrport: He os begenning a two-day official vesit 
to Span. postponed because of the Gulf war, As is 

known. Spain has perhaps the best relatrons—across the 
whole Maghreb—anth Tunmia Proof es that during thes 
visit the Spanish Cron crmment 1s goong to grant Tunma a 

ne of creda of over | tbilhon pesetas. Meanwhile, 
security measures have been stepped up here, as Ben Ah 
was rocently the feces of a plot by Tenman fundamen- 

talimt groups to overthrow hem 
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King Hests Ben Ali 

LDISOSO04 1091 Uadnd RNE-1 Radw Network 

in Spanish 200 GMT 27 May 9! 

[Excerpts] The first day of the official vesat to Spain by 

Tunmsan Preseedent Ben Al has ended. Thes ss the first 
officral vist by a Tunesan president to our country 
[passage ometicd] The Tunsian pressdent and Spanish 
prime ministcr had a mectong thes cvening to discuss 
bilateral relatons and relatsons between the EC and the 
Maghreb. The first day of thes vist ended with a gala 
dinncr given by the Spanish king and guccn. Alfonso 

Sanchez reports 

[Begin recording] [Sanchez] In has speech of welcome at 
the toasts during the gala dinner given for the Tunmian 
present. Kong Juan Carlos sand that if peace and 
Stab:lity are wanted in. the Medricrrancan. then the fact 

that the future of the region has to be overseen by 
cconomac and political solidarity cannot be wnored In 

thes Connection, he referred to Spain's support for a 
possible conference of Mediterrancan countrics 

FBIS-WEL -91-102 
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(Juan Carlos] Spain. together wath other European coun- 

incs, has reccommended holding a conference on security 

and cooperation im the Medricrrancan which. mspired 

thm the happy capencnce of the CSCE. would have a 

glohal focus regarding tts contcnt and number of parta- 

ipants and a gradual and scicctively progressive 

approach tor dealing wrth compics regsonal probiems 

[Sanchez] Juan Carlos touched on the Paicstinan 

probiem. saying that without a solutlvon to thew jus 

aspiratooms. peace cannot be guaraniced m the casicrn 

Mediecrrancan. The Tunmian pressdent pransed Spain's 

poston as a privileged micrmedsary of the Maghreb 

poopic with the Et 

Ben Ah advocated a deepening of relations betwcen 

Spain and Tunisia, whech. be sand. would take an umpor- 

tant sicp with the signing of several cultural, cconomn 

and imvcsiment protection agreements during hrs +s 1st to 

Spain. fend recording] 
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Finland 

Joint Evacuation Planned for Citizens in Ethiopia 

LDIS05 1032891 Helanks Suomen V levsradw Networs 

ot Franek 1000 GUT O8 May 9! 

[Text] The Nordsc cowntnes are planneng a porn! cv ace- 
ation fhght to bring thew citizens to safety from Addr 
Ababa. congucred by the rebels. The Norda cmbhasecs 
are investigating the possibelsty of gcttong permisson for 
a flaght to the airport. closed by the rebels. Of the 60) 
Fonms, at least 15 are ready to ieave as soon a) a trop 
arranged. According to the bead of security at the For- 
emgn Minsstry. Juhani Nieemelac. departure from the 
country was complicated when the curfew took cflect 

CSER President Havel Arrives, Opens Talks 
LD2405123491 Helsnka Suomen Viewrade Netaors 

m Finnesh 1100GMUT 24 Vay 9! 

[Teast] Pressdemt Vactay Havel of C zechosbos ahia arrived 
m Finland less than an hour ago. The official wcloomung 
ceremony took place outesde the Presadeptial Palace 
Havel 1s at present holding talks with Present Mauno 
Korrsto at the palace Later, Havel well vest the Hel- 
enki Coty Hall and the Dict. and then lay a wreath at the 
Hictamem: Cemetery. This evening. Presedent and 
Madame Kor isto will give a gala dinner im honor of the 
state gucsts 

Meets With hoiviste 

LD2405 195591 Helunks Suomen Viewrade Networt 

in Finnish 1800 GMT 24 Way 9! 

[Excerpts] Czechoslovak Pressdent Vaclav Havel arrived 
mm Finland for an official vesst thes afternoon. The first 
item on the program was a discusson lasting less than an 
hour with President Mauno Konto Havel also vnsited 
Helsinks Coty Hall and the Dect and land a wreath at 
Hictamem Cemetery. Presdent Havel and Mrs (Mga 
Haviova well stay om Finland wntel 27 May. The state vest 
began thes afternoon with a solemn ceremony at the 
Helsinks Market Place outside the presedential palace 
Hannu Remme reports 

[Rewme] [passage omitted] Vaclay Havel arrived on Fin- 
land as a respected statesman, known all over Europe 

He has met with Konto once before. at the CSOT 
summit meeting om Paris last fall. There m reason to 
remember, however, that only a couple of years ago 
Havel was, he other East European diwdents. a hot 
potato for the Finnish foreign policy leaderstup ( on- 
trary to the other Nords countries, which he rs vrsrteng 
during thes tour, Havel did not really garn any sumpathy 
from Finland during hes long years as disedent. not even 
from mndividual polrteciams who are striy eng to ads ance 
ine never knows what may still happen 

The post 1s ‘ae past on diplomacy. however Even though 
Have’ cannot capress thanks here for warm s)mpathy at 
the tome when he sat om prisons om hes home country. be 

NORDIC COUNTRIES “ 

can at icasi prance Finland for promoteng the CSCE and 
for the way mm whach Finland's human nghts prencepics 
mderectty influcnced the uphcas als om Easicrn Europe in 
the fall of 1989. The future of the CSCE «as one of the 
topecs touched upon mm the drscussoms lasting under an 
howr tetecen Havel and Konto m the aftcrnoon 

wmmecdsatcly at the start of the state vest. Another topx 

was belatcral relatoms betecen Finland and ( sechoslo 

vaksa ( pechosio ahia Gewres plenty of cconoma CoOp- 

craton with the Vestern countnecs during the roorgan- 
ration. Of privatization. of its ccomomy 

Communncations icchno ogy and wood-processing 
mdusir, are of particular micrest to the (rechs and 
Siow aks 

Receives Economic (Aid Offer 

1 D288 162°0! Helwnks Swomen Vilersradiw Network 

om Fonnesh C800 GUT OS Vay 97 

[Text] Present Mauno Kon rsto has promiucd and and 
support from Finland to remplement structural changes in 

( vechosiovakea. President Konwrto, eho spoke at a 
hanguct in honor of Presedent of ( zechoslovahia V actay 

Havel. emphasized jornt entcrnatronal responsibelity to 
help ( zechoslos akia and other Eastern European cown- 
tres. Accordeng to Konto. Finland can best help 
( zechoslos akia on trade and om arranging traning pows- 
Dulstics for caperts 

Presdemt Havel's program for today mcludes a wa 
crurnse to Suvomenienna. In the afternoon Havel well vrs 
the headquarters of the Nokia concern and give a prew 

conference at the Kalastasatorppa Hotel In the evening 
the gucsts well veset the muscum of Mvittracsh 

Comments on Relations 
LDS 174491 Prag C cchosiowendy Rechlas 

Radw Networ’8 on Conk 1000GOMT OS Vay 9! 

[Excerpt] Crechosiovak Pressdent Vactay Havel, who ms 
on a towr of four Scandmavian cowntnes, held a news 

conference thes afternoon om the Finnrsh capital. Hel- 

winks Our special correspondent Slavomir Malichay has 

thes report 

|Maleckay. on Slovak] Presedent Vactay Havel spoke first 

about bes talks woth the hoghest Finnish official, Mawno 
Kowsto. It emerged from thew talks that there are no 
pownts of comtention om the two countries avsesement of 

foreign political matters. Crechoslovakia and Finland 
also have the conditions to step up cooperation partice- 
larly om the cooneome sphere. on the tember. processing 
mdustry. the enveronmment. and electromecs In thes con- 

nection the presedent referred om particular to the firm 

Nokia whech he vesrted today [passage omitted] 

Further on hes news conference. Presedemt Vaclay Havel 
went on to say that be drscussed with Mauno Konto 
owr muitiative to hold the second meeteng thes year of the 

Helwnk: Final Act sgnatery states foreign menesters at 
the end of thes vear mm Prague Or Finnish journal 
colleagucs also asked the presedent about relatroms 
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txtecen the ( rech and Slovak natvons and thew pros 

pects. Vactay Mawel had thes to aay 

[Begin Havel recording) No one 5 preventong Slow ahs 
trom beung independent of a wershes to be indepeadent 
and «1 1 2 great mestake to thenk that | am preventong 0 
trom doug so. On the comtrary. | am proposmng—if the 
wtuahon comes to thal—thal a referendum te held mm 

whach the Slowah nateon well decude whether a wershes to 

ive om 2 COMMON state wrth the Creochs or whether a 

ershes to be an independent state | pul forward an 
proposal to cstabirsh the comststutvonal mmsistution of a 

referendum wm December last vear. it has still not been 

duxcussed or adopted at our Federal Assembly. and | do 
mot themk that the majorsty of the Slovak maton would 

wish to pursuc the path of an independent static. because 

no publ opemon polls bear thes out Noncthcics, | 

then that there should cxrst a legal and statutory method 
of cnablong the Slovak nation to decide on is constiite- 
onal set-up. Like any other matron of 1s fully entetied to 

do thes [end recording] 

|Malckay. on Slovak] Our taghest official, Vaclav Havel 
went on to say that he had also discussed with Finnish 
Presdent Mauno Kor isto the latest dev clopments in the 
Sovict Unmeon. They agreed. for cxampic. on the view that 
Moscow should decide on a more radical cconomn 
reform. In connection with this week's congress m 
Moscow. the present sand that Andrey Sakharoy was 
an imtegrateng person who was also of g2cat umportance 
for the democrat movement om Czechosios ahia 

(hur delegatron’s visit to the Fonnrsh capital contenucs 
Lomornrro. 

Grants laterview 

LDle08 141191 Prague Coshosiowensity Rochlas 

Radw Network on Cook IIS GMT O86 Vay 9 

[Interseew with CSER Pressdent Vaclay Havel by corre. 
spondents Roman Gala. Slavomeu Malka. and Jan 
Martinckh. not undivedually identified. in Helwnk: on 26 

May —recorded] 

{Text} Vaclay Havel contenucs hes vest to Finland. In 
Helsimks today he granted an mmtervicw to Roman Gala, 
Mavomu Malckay. and Jan Martunck. correspondents 

tor the Crechosiovakh News Agency [CTA] Crecho- 
slovak Radw. and Crechosiovak Televison You can 
now listen to tt on Radw Crechosiovahia 

|C orrespondent] Already the scoond report by the Fed- 

cral Assembly commission immvestigating the 17 
November events has heen made public on the Crecho- 
slovak parhament during your Scandinavian tour What 
is your standpoint on the commission's proposal to make 

pubic lrsts of all personne! member of the State Security 

[MB], as well as SIB score’ agents. and to screen 
emplovees of the Prosecutor General's Office and 
Supreme (Court and journalists” 

FBIS-WEL -91-102 
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[Havecl) Betore the parhament’s scssson, where the gov - 

crament was present and where Prome Minister Calfa 

dclivecred a speech. | spoke on the phone with the prome 
menestcr. We drscussed the thong. and | must say thal my 

opemon 1s identical wath that of the government | am of 
the opemen that to publish a sort of tclephonc directory 

comtameng thousands of names would not a bc a good 
thong to do. for many different reasons. | think that the 
whale thong can be solved mm a differcet way—a legal, 
cultural, and crvehired onc. I have my own nica about a 
was om whoch thes Could be solved, and | am not the only 
one who os thenkeng about 1. By the way. some time ago 

the gos crament was given the task of drafting a proposal 
for some legal amendment that would cnabic this. | spent 
much tome thenkeng about 4. and many other poopic 

thought about « as well, and | must confess that | have a 
certann sica of how to solve a mm a different way, not by 
thes derect publsesheng of the names. | comuder the 
demand to screen courts and prosecutor's offices as quite 

pustefied. and | agree with ut 

|C orrespondent}] Could you share with us your proposal. 
whech vou have past mentioned. on how the prebiem 

could be solved” C ould vou tcl us how ot could be clone” 

[Havel] I thenk « would be premature to make my vicws 
publ. as | would the first to discuss them with some 

other poltical officials, with lawyers, and also—and 
most omportanth,—I would lhe to discuss them with 
government members, as of os om fact the government's 
task. It would not probably be a good nica to go public 
with ot om the rudementary form it has om my head—cven 

more so because perhaps some other people have been 

working on it. and have possibly progressed with ut 

\Correspondent] Mr. Pressdent, do vou share the view of 
the parhamentary commission—I am going to quote 
from its report-—that MiB agents and collaborators i the 
sphere of mass media plaved an cxvutremely active role om 
the drwintormation campaign a.med at distorting polit- 
nal events and manipulating the results of our coonomy” 

[Havel] Above all. | would not of courw condemn m 

such all-cmbraceng and general terms all the pournalrsts 
ht can be true about some of them—I think | have a 
rough «ica about whom Nevertheless, whatever the real 
situateon is. | thenk that the government cannot semply 
sreen employees of independent press or mass media 
The mass media can decode to be screened, bul nowadays 
they are not anymore under the government's control. | 
thomk that the demand that the government screen all the 
journalists 1s shghtlhy absurd 

\C orrespondent, on Slovak] Mr. Presedent, you have sand 
more than once that one of the mam aims of your 

Scandmmasvian vest ms to comvence sorthern partners 

about stability om Crechoslovakia, and about the irre- 
versibility of democrat development mm our country 

However, at thes tome there are reports coming out of 
( rechosio akia, about the results of the screenings of 
members of the federal government, deputies of the 
Federal Awembly. and about conflicts of power, which 
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perhaps make your cfforts more difficult. more comphi- 

cated. Have the latest developments in our countr 

influenced the readiness and willingness of the northern 
partners to invest in Czechoslovakia” 

{Havel] I never tried to hide or cover up the problems we 
have at home. On the contrary. | point them out, | only 

emphasize that these are problems which accompany 

this great transitionary penod. this great transition of 

our society. In the past vear we have already expenenced 

problems that appeared catastrophic and hopeless. and 
they were solved in duc time. | think that these problems 

will also be solved. as will subsequent ones which will 

come up tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, in a week or 

a month. All this 1s part of the revolutionary develop- 

ment in our country. but | am convinced that we will 

succeed in solving these problems. and I try to convince 

our foreign partners in the same way 

|Correspondent, in Slovak] So. Mr. President. you did not 
have the feeling that the latest information coming from 
home somehow deters the northern partners from 

investing in Our country’ You did not have this impres- 
sion” 

[Havel] | did not have this impression in talks with 
government officials or members of parliament or sim- 
ilar officials. Naturally. they showed knowledge of these 

problems; they are well aware of them. They expressed a 
certain concern. | tried to explain these problems to 

them in more detail, but | would not say that ut had an 

immediate and direct influence on the willingness of 
enterprises to invest. If foreign enterprises are holding 

back on this matter ut ors. rather. for other reasons 

because they are unsure of the legislative terrain im our 

country. because they do not know what will happen to 

taxes. The new tax system 1s only being worked out, after 
all, and very few entpreprencurs will go into business if 

they do not know how much tax they will have to pay 

This 1s all on a stage of birth and creation in our country, 

and sometimes | would say that this holding back 1s a 
result of this rather than from fear of some kind of 
breakdown in the reforms or breakdown of the state 

[Correspondent] Mr. President. as the constitutional 
official responsible for appointing and recalling mem- 

bers of the federal government. do you not think that 
after the results of the screening of this body have been 
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made public you will have to take certain measures? 

Does this federal government continue to enjoy your full 
vote of confidence” 

|Havel] The government has my full vote of confidence, 
and some revelations made by the commission which 
were relevant to the government—to be more precise. 

which were relevant more to deputy ministers them to 

ministers themselyves—have been already taken into 
account. Certain consequences were drawn on this basis. 

Perhaps there are still some things to be done in this 
contest, but this does not in any way influence my vote 
of confidence regarding the government as a whole. 

[Correspondent in Slovak] Mr. President, in your last 
“Conversations at Lany” you spoke about a certain 
danger that subsequent to a group of deputies’ repainting 
the Smichoyv tank. somebody else will embark on 
painting other monuments and memorials as well. This 
week im Prague. somebody painted the Jan Palach 
memorial plaque white. Do you think that there ts any 

link between the two events? How do you think similar 
things could be prevented in the future? 

| Havel] Of course the motives and content differ in the 
case of the tank and in the case of the Palach plaque. This 
is totally clear. lt even has different external signs. For 
example. the tank. both in the case of student Cerny and 
the case of the Federal Assembly deputies. was not 
painted anonymously, while the Palace plaque was 
painted anonymously. To put this on the same level, 
therefore. would not be mght. Nevertheless, there ts a 
kind of connection here. Thrs rs clear. If legal violations 
are permitted once, even in the name of a good political 
goal, this opens up room for laws to be violated in the 
name of a bad political goal 

Departs for Denmark 

LD? 08098491 Helunka Suomen Yleisradio Network 

im Finnish 0900 GMT 27 May 91 

[Text] The state visit to Finland of Czechoslovakia 
President Vaclav Havel has ended. Havel continued in 
the morning his tour of the Nordic countnes in Copen- 
hagen. In connection with the state visit President 
Mauno Korvisto promised support for Czechoslovakia 
in implementing structural changes. Denmark 1s Presi- 
dent Vaclav Havel’s last port of cali on his tour of the 
Nordic countries 
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Denktas Denies Any Territorial Deal With Ozal 

1.42705 160491 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 

1430 GMT 27 May 9! 

[Text] Lefkosa [Nicosia] (AA}—Rauf Denktas, president 
of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus [TRNC], 
has denied reports that Turkish President Turgut Ozal is 
pressuring the TRNC by saying: “I reached an agreement 
with President Bush for 29 percent [of the territory of 
Cyprus], and you must accept it.” In a statement issued 
in response to press reports on the subject, Denktas 
declared that he did not discuss such a thing with Ozal. 

Pointing out that the Cyprus problem can only be solved 
through a “package agreement.” and that nothing has 
been accepted at the moment, Denktas said: “It 1s 

apparently being said that in 1986 | accepted 29 percent 
plus one. The year 1986 is now history. We are in 1991. 
In other words, we lived through another five years of 
hostile acts and statements, armament efforts, and an 

application to the EC.” 

Denktas reiterated that the difficulties pertaining to the 
Cyprus problem are artificial and that the problem was 
created by the Greek Cypriots. He continued: “We have 
been living separately for 28 years, but we are still equal 
and sovereign. The objective must be to unite the two 
equal components under a federal roof. The question is 
not one of appending the Turkish Cypriot community to 
an existing legitimate Cypriot government. Friendship 
and mutual trust are essential to unification under equal 

conditions. The Greek Cypriot side, however, using a 
false title and claiming to be our government as well, is 
persisting in its hostile measures.” 

Denktas remarked that if there is an agreement, the 
people will decide on how many Greek Cypriots will 
come to the north, and he added: “A solution or coop- 
eration cannot be imposed by force.” 

The TRNC president noted that if the Cyprus problem is 
to be resolved justly, Greek Cypriot Administration 
leader Vasiliou must be asked to “accept the realities.” 
Denktas asked U.S. President Bush to remind Vasiliou, 
who will meet him in a few days, that Cyprus cannot 
become a Greek colony. 

Election Results Suggest Chance for Solution Lost 

NC 2805 104291 Nicosia KIBRIS in Turkish 
23 May Yi p4 

[Unattributed commentary: “Greek Cypriot Elections 
Provide for a State of No Solution™} 

FBIS-WEU-91-102 
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[Text] The Greek Cypriot general elections took place 
amid widespread speculation that a politica! solution to 
the Cyprus problem may not be far off, with many 
believing that the search for this solution would gain 
momentum after the elections. 

Well, the Greek Cypriot general elections have come and 
gone, and everything indicates that the opportunity to 
find a political solution has been lost once again as a 
result of the Greek Cypriots’ election propaganda 
favoring the preservation of the state of no solution on 
the island. This reflects the views of the Greek Cypriot 
people, and in fact the candidates who seemed to pro- 
vide the surest guarantee of perpetuating this state of no 
solution were the ones who received the most votes. 

In short, the result of the balloting on the Greek Cypriot 
side is the preservation of a state of no solution... 

We base this conclusion on the following points: 

The candidates who were the most successful were those 
who were best abie to convince the electorate that: 

1. The Turkish Armed Forces will withdraw all units 

from Cyprus. 

2. All refugees will return to their homes. 

3. The system of guarantees will be changed and the 
unilateral right to intervene in Cyprus will be removed. 

4. Freedom of settlement, freedom of movement, and 
freedom of ownership will be realized. 

Speaking after the results had been announced, the 
Greek Cypriot party leaders vowed to work hard to fulfill 
their campaign promises. In fact, Glavkos Kliridhis, who 
led his Democratic Rally Party to a significant victory 
and who managed to have his own daughter elected to 
the Greek Cypriot House of Representatives, even went 
so far as to say that he will do everything he can to 
intensify Western pressure on Turkey. 

Yes, this 1s the dominant mentality among the electorate 
and among the members of the Greek Cypriot House of 
Representatives; in fact, this is the dominant mentality 
in Greek Cypriot political life. What the Greek Cypriots 
want is neither a political settlement nor a lasting peace. 
They want a warrant for our execution... 

We would be insane to respect or cooperate with such a 

mentality. Therefore, we are entirely justified in con- 
cluding that the Greek Cypriot election results have 
shown a preference for a state of no solution. It is quite 
clear that the Greek Cypriots have left the Turkish 
Cypriot people with no alternative but to base a political 
solution on the status quo. 
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Kohl Apologizes to Cretans for WW II Atrocities 

LD2605101191 Hambure DPA in German 0927 GMT 
26 May 9! 

[Excerpts] Heraklion (DPA)—Federal Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl has today called for a Europe of peace and 

friendly cooperation on the Greek Mediterranean island 
of Crete. Bonn’s head of government arrived there for a 
memorial ceremony for the German soldiers who died 
during the invasion of the island fifty years ago. 

“At the graves of German soldiers. let us hope that we 
will have created works of peace in Europe at the end of 
this century.” the chancellor said. In the presence of the 
Greek prime munister. Konstandinos Mitsotakis, and 

several hundred German war veterans who had taken 
part in what at that time was the greatest parachute 

operation in military history, on 20 May 1941. Kohl 
apologized for the imjustice and atrocities committed 

against the population of the island. [passage omitted] 

During the memorial ceremony Kohl underlined the 
significance of expanding the EEC. During the ceremo- 
nial laying of wreaths. in which Bundeswehr para- 

troopers currently exercizing on Crete and high-ranking 
officers of the former allies took part. Kohl appealed for 
joint efforts by all to create this “Europe of peace” and 
balance a few weeks before the EEC summit in Luxem- 
bourg. Koh! will return to Bonn today. 

Turkish Planes Commit Further Violations 

VC 2405193891 Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greek 
24 May Yi pd 

[Text] The Turks committed another provocation yes- 
terday when they violated our national airspace again. 

Four formations totaling eight planes violated our coun- 
try’s airspace four times, twice near Samothraki Island, 
once east of Limnos Island, and once cast of Lesvos 
Island. The Turkish planes, all F-16 fighters, refused to 
leave our airspace after being intercepted by Greek 
planes. The planes proceeded to harass one another, but 
no shots were fired 
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Further airspace violations are expected beginning 
tomorrow. when a Turkish air and naval exercise opens 
south of Izmir. The air defense units have therefore been 
put on a state of heightened alert. 

The government spokesman has said that Tactical Air 
Force Chief Konstandinos Khiou will participate in the 
next regular [NATO] conference which is being held in 
Izmir. the last conference was held in Naples. He added 
that the government believes Greece's participation in the 
Izmir conference is essential, and its absence would be 
harmful. The spokesman did not elaborate on the issues of 
Limnos and the Larisa command, but noted that the Greek 
position on these issues 1s firm and well known. 

The government spokesman did not confirm yesterday's 
reporis that fishermen in Evros were fired on from the 
Turkish side. Concerning drug trafficking through Evros, 
he said that. according to the public order minister's 
Statement. the “old Evros corridor” is being neutralized. 

Foreign Ministry Protests 

VC 2505185991 Athens Elliniki Radhiofonia Radio 

Network in Greck 1815 GMT 25 May 91 

[Text] Panayiotis Oikonomou, Foreign Ministry secre- 
tary general. has lodged a demarche with Gunduz Aktan, 
Turkish ambassador in Athens, protesting Ankara’s con- 
tinuing provocations. Oikonomou drew Aktan’s atten- 
tion to a series of provocative statements and actions by 
the Turkish authorities. The Greek Government ts seri- 
ously pondering these provocations, which are creating a 
dangerous climate of tension. 

Oikonomou also stressed that if Turkey really believes, 
as Greece does, in the need for a serious and sincere 
dialogue it should reconsider its entire stance as soon as 
possible. 

The Greek Embassy in the Turkish capital will lodge a 
similar demarche with Ankara. 

Ankara denies the slightest responsibility for last week's 
incident with an Olympic Airways plane. The Turkish 
Foreign Ministry, announcing that Turkish military air- 
craft approached the Olympic Airways plane at a safe 
distance, accused Athens of waging a campaign against 
Turkey. 
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Bulgarian Foreign Vlinister Arrives for Talks 

142 U5 ISS891 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

PSJ0GMI 2” Vay ¥! 

| feat} Ankara( A. A}—Bulganian Foreign Minister Viktor 
Vulkov arnved m Ankara on Monday for talks with 

Turkish officials marly on bilateral tres. 

Vulkoy told reporters at Ankara Airport on arrival that 

he beheved unresolved rssues between Turkey and Bul- 

garia would settle soon and casily. Foreign Minister 

Ahmet Kurtcebe Alptemocin, hosting Vulkov. said the 
Bulgarian minister's visit would accelerate improvement 
of reimbons 

(Mtical talks between teams headed by Vulkov and 

Alptemocin will be held later on Monday. Vulkov 1s also 

scheduled to meet President Turgut Ozal. Parhament 
Speaker Kaya Erdem and Prime Mbnister Yildirim 

Akbulut on Tuesday betore leaving Turkey for home 
later the same day. Vulkov is Ut first Bulgarian foreign 
minister to visit Turkey since 1983 

Relations between Turkey and Bulgaria severely suffered 
in IYSY due to a torced Bulgarization policy of the 

tormer president Todor Zhikov’s government on the 

countrys 15 millon Turkish minority. More than 

320,000 ethnic Turks fled to Turkey im the summer of 

1¥SY. After Zhivkov was toppled in November, the same 

year, otficrals ended the assimilation policy and pledged 
to improve the condition of the Turkish minority. Turks 

are now represented in Bulgarian parhament by the 
Movement of Rights and Freedoms which has over (710) 
deputies 

Alptemocin Hosts Vulkov 

P42°08210091 Ankara lTurkive Radvolan Network 

n durkhish VOOGMI 27 Vay ¥/ 

[feat] Foreygn Monister Kurtcebe Alptemocin has 

declared that Turkey wants to develop its relations with 

Bulgaria on the basrs of good-neighboriiness, freendship. 
and cooperation. Alptemocin noted: There 1s no doubi 
that thes will serve mutual interests and contribute to 

cooperation and to European rapprochement based on 
integrity 

Alptemocin hosted Bulgarian Foreign Minister Viktor 

Vulkos. currently on an official visit to Turkey, at a 

dinner in Ankara tonight. In a dinner toast, Alptemocin 
sand that the visit comes at a tome when Turkish- 
Bulgarian relations are entering a new phase, and it will 

encourage efforts to develop relations in every field 

Explamning that Turkey (’advocates) peace, security, and 
cooperation im its regron and in the world, Alptemocin 

stressed that relations of good-neighborliness, mutual 

trust. and close cooperation will be sought within that 
tramework. The foreygn minister recounted that Turk- 
ish-Bulganan relations went through difficult times in 
recent years, but both countnes gained experience and 

Alptemocin sand: We can say that we lessons from that 
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now have a better understanding of cach other and that 

we have reached a stage where we can assess one another 

objectively 

Alptemocin recalled thai after 1954. bilateral relatoons 

and cooperation were reduced to a minimumal level. for 

known reasons. He described that pernod as lost ime. He 
added. however. that despite all the tension. relations 

were not severed and the legal and political frameworks 

were preserved 

The foreign minister continued: In thes current phase, ut 

iS IMportant to take the necessary sicps to climinate the 

(*factors) that caused difficulties mn our relations un the 
past six years, and to create and enhance an atmosphere 

of mutual trust. To that end. Turkey 1s determined to 

take the necessary steps in a bid to devclop our relations 

on the basis of good-neighborliness. trendship. mutual 

interests, and close cooperation 

Alptemocin remarked that closer cooperation in bilateral 

relations will not only serve the prosperity of the Turkish 

and Bulgarian peoples. but will also contribute to efforts 

to increase Cooperation and security im the Balkans 

In turn, Vulkov expressed the beliet that significant steps 

will be taken during his visit for the advancement of 

Turkish-Bulgarnian relations. Vulkoy declared that both 

Turkey and Bulgaria support the ctlorts to climinate all 

obstacles to the establishment of an understanding. trust, 

and cooperation in the Balkans. Porting out that vers 

important and radical changes are being mtroduced im 

the political and cconomic ficlds m Bulgana, Vulkoy 

said that his government wants to institute democracy in 

the state and in society. The constitution and laws to be 

drafted will become documents .o guarantee the tuture 
of all Bulgarians, he added. Noting that there are many 

problems for the Bulgarian Government to solve. 

Vulkov said that Bulgaria needs national tranquillity, 
good neighbors, and tnends in order to resolve those 

problems 

Bulgaria’s Ludzhev Visits, Views Commercial Ties 

142808721391 Ankara lurkive Radyolan Network 

m durkish lOOOGMT OS May ¥! 

{Text} Dimitur Ludzhev, deputy chairman of the Bul- 
ganan Council of Ministers, has sand that new commer- 

cial relations must be established between Bulgaria and 

Turkey. Speaking to members of the Turkish-Bulgarian 

Business Council in Istanbul, Ludzhev ported out that 
great changes are taking place in Bulgaria economically 

and politically. He sand that conditions have been cre- 
ated under which the two countries will be able to get to 

know cach other better, He sand that Bulgana ts now 

going through the process of a transition to a tree market 

cconomy, and added that they are ahead of the other 
East European countries in thes process 

Ludzhev said that in September. his country wants to 
sign an agreement with Turkey that will reduce all 
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conflicts between them. Ivan Pushkarov. Bulgaria's min- 

Ster Of industry. trade. and services, said that Bulgaria 

trusts Turkish businessmen and expects them to partic- 
pate m its privatization program. 

Farub Erkoc. head of the Turkish wing of the Business 
Council. pointed out that by getting to know each other 
better. the businessmen of the two countnes can con- 
tribute to the development of commercial relations. 

Erkoc sand that Turkish businessmen can complete half- 
finished projects in Bulgaria 

Ozal, Jordan's al-Nasri Review Gulf Situation 

IN 2405133291 Amman Radio Jordan Network 

in drafic 1100 GMT 24 May 9/1 

[Text] Foresgn Muinester Tahir al-Masn met with Turkish 

President Turgut Ozal in Istanbul today. Al-Masn con- 

veyed to the Turkish president an oral message from His 
Majesty King Husayn on bilateral relations and the 
Situation in the region 

Al-Masri explained to the Turkish president Jordan's 

view on regional developments and reviewed Jordanian 
efforts to find a permanent. comprehensive solution to 

the Arab-Israch conflict mm a way that wall remforce 

Stability on the whole region. Al-Masri also reviewed with 
the Turkish president the situation in the wake of the 
Gault war 

Al-“lasri Visit Ends 

LAlSOS8 T5239) Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

SW GMT 24 May 9! 

[Text] Istanbul (A.A)}—Jordanmian Foreign Minister 

Tahir al-Masn left Turkey on Thursday [as received] for 
home after concluding a four-day visit. Al-Masr met 
Foreign Minister Ahmet Kurtcebe Alptemocin, Prime 
Minister Yildirium Akbulut and President Turgut Ozal 

during his stay in Ankara and Istanbul. 

During official talks in Ankara on Wednesday. the two 
countries agreed to revitalise bilateral ties after sorting 

out differences caused by the Gulf crisis. Jordan, largely 
dependent on Iraq for its o1f supply and trade. was 

generally supportive of Iraq: President Saddam Husayn 

throughout the Gull crisis. Turkey sided with the allied 

coalition that drove Iraq: troops out of Kuwait at the end 
of February 

Spokesman Says 380,000 Refugees Returned to Iraq 

PACdOST93 291 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1600 GMT O4 May 9 

| Text] It has been announced that 380,000 Iraqi refugees 
at the Turkish-Irag: border have so far returned to their 

country. In a statement in Diyarbakir, Foreign Ministry 
Deputy Spokesman Ferhat Ataman said that 18,000 

refugees returned to Iraq in the past 24 hours. Alaman 

noted that the refugees will continue to return to Iraq in 
groups of 10.000-15.000 in the coming days. 
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Kyrgyz “Prime Minister’ Visits, Holds Vleetings 

T42708 173891 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1600 GMT 27 May 9! 

[Text] Nasirdin Isanov. prime minister of the Sovict 
Kyrgyz Republic [ttle as heard]. 1s holding meetings in 
Turkey. Isanov and the delegation accompanying him 
attended a meeting organized by Turkish businessmen in 
Istanbul. In a statement during the meeting. Isanov said 
that Turkey's development in recent years 1s an example 

for the Kyrgyz Republic 

In turn. Nihat Gokyigit. chairman of the Turkish-Soviect 
Business Council. noted that there are possibilities for 

cooperation between Turkey and the Kyrgyz Republu 

He proposed establishing a business council to capior 

those possibilities. 

Isanov and the Kyrgyz delegation then went to Ankara 
The Turkish-Kyrgyz talks began in Ankara. The Turkish 
delegation at the talks 1s headed by Finance and ( ustoms 

Minister Adnan Kahveci. the Kyrgyz delegation. by 
Isanov. 

Cicek Ends Yemen Visit, Notes Cooperation 

PA2S08042891 Ankara Turkive Radyolant Networ 

in Turkish 2000 GMT 24 May 9! 

[ Text] State Minister Cemil Cicek compicted his visit to 

Yemen and returned to Turkey today. In a statement al 

Istanbul Ataturk Airport, Cicek said that he represented 
the Turkish Government at the ceremonies marking the 

anniversary of the creation of a united Yemen. He 

pointed out that during his visit he was recerved by the 
president and prime minister of Yemen. and also met 

with certain ministers. He stated that there are good 
examples of cooperation with Yemen in projects such as 
dams and irrigation systems, and added that the two 
sides agreed to further increase bilateral relations. We 

also agreed, Cicek said, that the joint cconomrc com- 
mitice meetings will begin as soon as possible 

Economic Committee Meetings With Tunisia Begin 

142708145291 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 27 Mav 91 

[Text] The Turkey-Tunisia joint cconomic committee 
meetings began in Ankara today. Industry and ©om- 
merce Minister Sukru Yurur and National Fconomy 

Minister Sadok Rabah are heading the Turkish and 
Tunisian delegations respectively. 

In a statement during the mecting. Yurur noted that 
though economic and trade relations between the two 
countries have developed im recent years, they still do 
not reflect the two countries’ current potential. He added 
that Turkey wants the diversification and increase of 
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economic and trade relations, to allow improvement in 

the economies, which have been hit by the Gulf crisis. 

Rabah said that the necessary possibilities exist for the 
diversification and promotion of economic and trade 
relations. He added that his country will extend all 
necessary facilities to allow closer cooperation between 
the two countries’ businessmen for thai goal. 

Following the meetings, a protocol on cooperation in the 
fields to be agreed upon is expected to be signed. 

Akbulut Rejects Opposition Call for Resignation 

7A2405 185991 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 24 May 91 

[Text] Prime Minister Yildirim Akbulut has said that the 
issues concerning the security of Turkey before 1980 
cannot be compared to the current situation. Akbulut 

replied to reporters’ questions as he arrived at the Prime 
Minister's Office. He noted that a fraternal war verging 
on civil war had begun in Turkey before 1980. 

According to Anatolia Agency, in response to a reporter's 

remark that the opposition asked for the government's 
resignation because of terrorist incidents, Akbulut noted 
that the current situation cannot be compared to the 

pre-1980 conditions. The prime minister sotcd the 

opposition frequently asks for the government's resigna- 
tron and for early elections, and he added that problems 
cannot be solved in that way. Akbulut declared that the 
country 1s faced with terrorism, and everyone should act 
together against terrorism. 
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Minister Yazar on Terrorists’ ‘Futile Struggle’ 
742805063591 Ankara Turkiye Radyolanrt Network 
in Turkish 2000 GMT 27 May 91 

[Report by Ahmet Temel from Brussels] 

{Text} National Defense Minister Mehmet Yazar. who 1s 
in Brussels for the NATO meetings, issued a statement to 
journalists here today in connection with the death of 
Brigadier General Temel Cingoz, Adana regional gen- 
darmene commander. Yazar said that the terrorists are 
waging a futile struggle against the Turkish state: they 
will not get anywhere like this. 

Yazar pointed out that the terrorists are attacking civil- 
ians and military personnel alike im order to create 
unrest and prove their existence. He said: Our two 
friends who died in the recent incidents served im secu- 
rity im the southeast. Terrorist activities against our 
security personnel have now been intensified. We must 
view the terrorist incidents seriously. This rssuc will be 
tackled in the coming days in all its dimensions. Yazar 
stressed that the terrorists’ wish to create difficulties for 
the security forces 1s nothing but a dream. 

Party Seats in National Assembly Broken Down 
142305201391 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 23 May 91 

[Text] Abdullah Basturk, the People’s Tosling Party 
deputy from Istanbul, has resigned from his party. 

As a result, the Motherland Party now has 276 seats; the 
Social Democratic Populist Party has 82: the True Path 
Party 60. the People’s Toiling Party 10: the Socialist 
Unity Party 4; the Democratic Central Party 2: the 
Anatolia Party 2: the Independents 3, and there are 11 
vacant seats. 
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